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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the near future the problem of determining all finite simple groups 
probably will be reduced to the case where the groups in question are of 
characteristic 2-type. Here a group is said to be of characteristic 2-type if 
every 2-local subgroup is core-free and 2-constrained. The key result for the 
classification of groups not of characteristic 2-type was given by Aschbacher 
in [1]. It seems very likely that the finite simple groups of characteristic 2-type 
contain standard subgroups for odd-order elements or are known. For G 
a minimal new finite simple group with e(G) ?= 4, Gorenstein and Lyons 
have shown that G possesses an almost strongly p-embedded maximal 2-local 
subgroup, a maximal 2-local subgroup M such that F*(M) is of symplectic 
type, or a standard subgroup L, where L is a covering group of a Chevalley 
group of characteristic 2 (for definitions see [16]). The groups of the second 
type are known. The third possibility will be worked out by Gilman et al. 
In this paper we draw attention, according to the Gorenstein-Lyons concept, 
to the case m2,3(G) :::;; 3, where G is a simple group of characteristic 2-type 
containing a standard subgroup for the prime 3. From the standard subgroup 
concept we used the following: Let L be a subgroup of the finite group G 
such that 
(i) I CG(L) n CG(L)Y I is not divisible by 3 for all g E G- NG(L), 
(ii) CG(L) has nontrivial cyclic S3-subgroups, (S) 
(iii) if S E Syl,(CG(L)) then Sis not strongly closed in SL. 
We are now in a position to state the obtained results. 
THEOREM A. Assume (S), G of characteristic 2-type, 0 3(G) = G, and 
m2,3(G) :::;; 3. ThenL/Z(L) is not isomorphic to M12 , ] 1 , ] 4 , HiS, He, and O'Nan. 
THEOREM B. Assume (S), G of characteristic 2-type, 0 3(G) = G, m2,3(G):::;; 3, 
and hypothesis I. Then L/Z(L) is not isomorphic to M 24 , ] 2 , Rd, and MeL. 
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THEOREM C. Assume (S), G of characteristic 2-type, 0 3(G) = G, m2,a{G) ~ 3, 
and hypotheses I and II. Then LfZ(L) is not isomorphic to M11 , M23 , and fa. 
THEOREM D. Assume (S), G of characteristic 2-type, 0 3(G) = G, m2,a(G) ~ 3, 
and hypotheses I and II. If LfZ(L)"" M22 then L is the sixfold covering group 
of M 22 and G is isomorphic to ] 4 , the recently discovered sporadic Janko group. 
From the notion of K-groups we only need in some subcases the following 
hypotheses: 
Hypothesis I. Let G be a finite group such that m2.a(G) ~ 3, G' = G, 
Z(G) is elementary abelian of order 3 or 9, and GfZ(G) is a simple group. 
Then GfZ(G) is isomorphic with one of the following groups: L3(q), 3 I q- 1, 
Ua(q), 3 I q + 1, ] 3 , 0 Nan, M 22 , MeL, A6 , A7 , G2(3), or Ui3). 
Hypothesis II. Let G be a simple group with m2.a(G) ~ 2 and abelian 
Sa-subgroups then G is isomorphic with Ln(q), n ~ 5, Un(q), n ~ 5, Sp4(q), 
G2(q), Sz(2n), aD4(q), A 6 , A 7 , A 8 , M11 , M 22 , M23 , ] 1 , or HiS. 
The proof of the main theorem is divided into three parts. The first step 
consists in determining the structure of an Sa-subgroup S of G. Here we 
only used the structure of an Sa-normalizer in L and it turns out that either 
S contains an elementary abelian subgroup of order 81 or cl(S) ~ 2 or S 
is of type fa . If in addition S normalizes a nontrivial 2-group in G then clearly 
by the assumption m2.a(G) ~ 3 we get that only the last two cases can occur. 
In the second step the group CG(v) was determined, where v is an element 
of order 3 in Z(S). In consideringF*(CG(v)f03·(CG(v))) we met with a situation 
in which we had to use hypotheses I and II. These investigations showed that 
only ] 1 , fa, MeL, or M 22 could occur as LfZ(L). Moreover if LfZ(L)"" M 22 
then 311 Z(L)I. In the final step a subtle consideration of 2-local subgroups 
seems to be necessary. This is the main point where the assumption that G 
is of characteristic 2-type enters the proof of the theorem. (Note that Lyon's 
simple group contains MeL as centralizer of an element of order 3.) In this 
way all possibilities but L "" M22 are finally excluded and so by [27] we obtain 
the identification G "" ] 4 • 
Notation. We hope that all notations are standard and follow Gorenstein's 
book [15]. For F*(G) and E(G) we use Bender's notation. In addition we have 
m2.v(G) = max{mv(H) I 0 2(H) =I= 1}, where p is an odd prime and e(G) = 
maxv{m2.v(G)}. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Lemmas 2.1 to 2.5 are proved under the assumption that G = 0 3(G) is a 
finite group containing an element p of order 3 such that 
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(i) for an Sa-subgroup P of C(p) we either have P = <P> X P0 or 
P = <P> X P0<T), where P0 is elementary abelian of order 9 and P0<T) IS 
extraspecial of order 33 and of exponent 3, 
(ii) CG(p) contains a quaternion group Q acting faithfully on P0 , 
(iii) the group NG(<p, P0)) is not contained in NG(<p)), 
(iv) m2.a(G) ,s;; 3. 
Furthermore we set P0 = <v1 , v2), E = <P> X P0 , and Q = <x,y). Thus 
we may assume x: v1 ~ v2 ~ V11 ~ v;1 ~ v1 and y: v1 ~ v1v2 ~ v11 ~ 
v11v;1 ~ v1 and so Q induces 5 orbits on E with representatives p, p-I, v1 , 
pv1 , and p-1v1 having 1, 1, 8, 8, and 8 conjugates, respectively. 
LEMMA 2.1. The group Pis not an Sa-subgroup of N(E). 
Proof. Assume 3 11 N(E): PI· Then (iii) of the above hypothesis yields 
that all elements in E# are conjugate with p in N(E). As p ¢: P' we see that P is 
elementary abelian and so by (ii) we have 24 • 13 II N(P)JC(P)Ij25 • 13, which 
contradicts the subgroup structure of GL(3, 3). The lemma is shown. 
LEMMA 2.2. The factor group X= C(p) II N(E)JC(E) acts faithfully on 
Ef<p) and so contains a normal quaternion group of order 8. 
Proof. By the structure of Sa-subgroups of C(p) we see that no 3-element 
in X stabilizes the chain 1 < <P> < E. Hence X acts faithfully on Ef<P> 
and by (ii) of the hypothesis the assertion follows. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let S be an Sa-subgroup of C(P0). Then I S I = 32n+l with a 
natural number n )o: 2 and one of the following holds: 
(a) S contains an abelian subgroup S0 of index 3 not containing p such 
that m(S0) = 4 and p does not normalize a cyclic group of order 9 in S0 • 
(b) IS I = 35 and Z(S) = P0 , Z 2(S) = <Po, p) and SJP0 is extraspecial 
of order 3a and exponent 3. Moreover S- Z 2(S) only contains elements of order 9 
and if s E S- Z 2(S) then s3 ¢: <[p, s]). 
(c) IS I = 37 and S contains an elementary abelian subgroup S0 of order 36 
such that p E S - S0 • 
Proof. According to Lemma 2.1 we conclude that p has either 9 or 18 
conjugates in E with respect to N(E). By the action of Q on E together with 
the structure of GL(3, 3) we thus obtain that N = N(E)JC(E) contains a normal 
subgroup R which is isomorphic with U3(2) such that I NJR I is a divisor 
of 12. Let P 1 be an S 3-subgroup of N(E) II C(P0). Considering the group 
(N(E) II C(P0))Q we easily see that Z(P1) = P0 and either P1JP0 is elementary 
abelian of order 33 or extraspecial of order 33 and of exponent 3 as can be seen 
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from the action of Q on P 1/P0 • If P1fP0 is elementary abelian then P 1 = 
Cp
1
(x2)[P1 , x2], where Cp1(x2) = (p) and Cp1(x2) n [P1 , x2] = 1. Thus x2 
inverts every element in [P1 , x2] and so [P1 , x2] is an abelian subgroup of 
P1 of index 3. Moreover, by the action of Q we get that [P1 , x2] is either ele-
mentary abelian of order 34 or homocyclic of type (9, 9). In the latter case 
we have pl = (vl' v2' PI' P2' p) with (vl' v2' PI' P2> ""-' z9 X z9' o(p;) = 9 
(i = 1, 2), and without loss of generality we assume (p;, p] = V; (i = 1, 2) 
and p2 = p1"'. A direct computation now shows that every element in P, -
(v1 , v2 , p) has order 9. If P 1 is also an Sa-subgroup of N(E) then by the 
previous remark we see that P 1 is an Sa-subgroup of G. If a Sa-subgroup T 
of N(E) has order 36 then it easily follows that every element in T- (T n C(P0)) 
which centralizes a group of order 33 in T n C(P0) also centralizes an element 
of order 9 in T n C(P0). This again yields that T is also a Sa-subgroup of G. 
Obviously the group P 1 does not contain factor groups which are isomorphic 
with Z3 l Za . Next assume that T contains a normal subgroup N with TfN"'"' 
Z3 l Za. From T' ~ (p1 , p2) we thus have INn (p1 , p2)1 ~ 32• If INn 
(p1 , p2)1 < 32 then TfN contains a subgroup which is isomorphic with 
z9 X Za contradicting the structure of Za l Za. Thus INn <Pl 'P2)1 = 32 
and so N = (v1 , v2) since (TfN)' is elementary abelian of order 9. Hence 
pN E Z(TfN) but pN ¢; (TfN)', which proves that no factor group of T is 
isomorphic with Z3 l Za. We have shown above that both pNcm n P1 and 
pNcm n T are contained in (p, v1 , v2). Thus by (32) we obtain p,....., p-1 in 
N(P1) or N(T), respectively. We have Q 1(Z2(T)) = Z(P1) = (v1 , v2) and so 
in both cases we have p,....., p-1 in N(E). Next consider an element i E N(E) 
such that pi = p-1 • As Q acts transitively on (v1 , v2)# we may assume 
[i, v1] = 1. Clearly [i, x2] E C(E) and so i EN( (p1 , p2) ). Thus we get p1i E 
p!1(v1 , v2) and so i also inverts an element in (v1 , v2)# which we might have 
chosen from the start to be v2 • This yields v2i = v21 and p2i E p2(v,, v2). 
Furthermore we get p1a E (v2)# and p2a E (v1)#. If p1a = v2 then p2a = (p13)"' = 
v11 . Thus it follows (p1Y)3 = (p13)Y = v1v;-1 and so p1Y E p!1p21(v1 , v2). Hence 
v1v2 = v1Y = [p1 , p]Y = [p, p!1p21] = v11v;-1. This contradiction proves that 
[P1 , x2] is elementary abelian of order 34• Moreover, if P is a Sa-subgroup 
of C(P0) then the lemma follows. If P1fP0 is extraspecial then E = Z2(P1) 
and so P 1 is a S3-subgroup of C(P0). Assume P1 - E contains an element p1 
such that [p, p1] = v1 , p13 E (v1) and Pt = p21• Set p2 = p1"' and p1Y = p1p2p~v 
where a: E {0, 1, -1} and v E (v1 , v2). Finally by the structure of P 1 we have 
[Pl•P2]=pf1iJ, where {3E{1,-1} and vE(vl,v2>· Clearly P2Y=p~y= 
pr"'-1 = pz1p1p~vx-l and from pt = p11 we get 1 = vv"'-1vYv2W\ which is 
only possible for a: = 0 as can easily be seen by a direct computation. Similarly 
consider p2p~ 2 = p21 from which we obtain a: =/= 0. This contradiction shows 
that P1 - E only contains elements of order 9. Thus p13 ¢; (v1) and so all 
conclusions of part (b) of the lemma follow. Thus from now on we may assume 
that an S 3-subgroup S of C(P0) contains P 1 properly and P 1 = (P1 , x2](p), 
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where [P1 , x2] = (v1 , v2 , p1 , p2)'"'"' E~· and [p, p;] = V; (i = I, 2). The 
same arguments as above now show that an Sa-subgroup P2/P0 of N(P1)/P0 
which contains P1/P0 has the following properties: P 02 = Z(P2/P0) = (v1 , v2 , 
p1 , p2)/P0 '"'"' E9 and P 2/P02 is either extraspecial of order 33 and of exponent 3 
or elementary abelian of order 33• If P2/P02 were extraspecial then set P2 = 
(v1 , v2 , p1 , p2 , p, 71 , 72) with [p, 7;] =Pi (i = I, 2) and [71 , 72] E p•(v1 , v2 , 
p1 , p2) withEE {1, -1}. As before we may assume x: p1 ->- p2 ->- p11 ->- p-;;I->- p1 
and x: 71 ->- 72 ->- 711 ->- 721 ->- 71 and 7l E (v1 , v2 , p1 , p2). This is due 
to the fact that x2 acts inversely on a subgroup of index 3 in ( v1 , v2 , p1 , p2 , p, 7 1) 
from which it follows that (v1 , v2 , p1 , p2 , 7;) is abelian by suitable choice 
of 7; (i = 1, 2). Thus we have [p, (p1 , p2 , v1 , v2)] = I, a contradiction. 
Hence P2 = [P2 , x2], where x2 acts inversely on the abelian group [P2 , x2] 
of order 36• If [P2 , x2] is elementary abelian then the Jordan canonical form 
of p on [P2 , x2] together with the fact that C(p) does not contain elementary 
abelian subgroups of order 34 yields that the coset p[P2 , x2] contains precisely 
34 elements of order 3. Thus it follows that P 2 is an Sa-subgroup of C(P0) 
and so part (c) of the lemma holds. If the order of an S3-subgroup of C(P0) 
is greater than 37 we then proceed by induction to get part (a) of the lemma. 
Therefore take Pn (n ?:: 3) to be an S3-subgroup of N(Pn_1) n C(P0). (Note 
that [P2 , x2] '"'"' Z 9 X Z 9 X Z3 X Z3 in that case.) As in the beginning of the 
proof the action of Q immediately yields PnfPn-l'"'"' E9 and Pnf[Pn-l, x2] 
is either elementary abelian of order 27 or extraspecial of order 27 and of 
exponent 3. In the latter case considering the group Pnfi'J1([Pn-l, x2]) together 
with the action of Q we obtain the same contradiction as above, where we 
excluded that P2 fP02 is extraspecial of order 27. Thus we have Pn = [Pn, x~], 
where x2 acts inversely on the abelian group [Pn, x2]. Since [P2 , x2] '"'"' 
Z 9 X Z 9 X Z 3 X Z3 and since C(p) does not contain elements of order 9 we 
conclude I .Q1([Pn , x2])1 = 34• This finally completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. If S 3-subgroups of Cc(P) are elementary abelian of order 34 
then C(P0) contains an Sa-subgroup of G. 
Proof. Let S be an Sa-subgroup of C(P0) containing P 0(p) and assume 
that S is not an S3-subgroup of G. Then choose a 3-subgroup S 1 of G con-
taining S as a subgroup of index 3 and consider an element 7 E S1 - S. If 
we are in case (a) or (c) of Lemma 2.3 then 7 normalizes the maximal abelian 
subgroup [ S, x2] of S. As the subgroups of order 3 in S - [ S, x2] from precisely 
two S · Q-orbits with representatives (p) and (p8), where (p) has 31 con-
jugates and (p8) has 8 · 31 conjugates (with suitable f E N and 8 E [ S, x2]) 
we see that we may choose 7 to lie in C(p ), which is absurd. If we are in 
case (b) of Lemma 2.3 then Z2(S) = (P0 , p) is a characteristic subgroup of 
S and so it follows directly that S is also a S 3-subgroup of G. The lemma 
is shown. 
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LEMMA 2.5. Let sl be an Sa-subgroup of C(p) and s an Sa-subgroup of G 
containing S1 • Suppose S1 is elementary abelian of order 33 and S 2-subgroups 
of Nc<oJ{S1) are semidihedral of order 16. Then the following hold: 
(a) Either the structure of Sis as described in Lemma 2.3(c) or Sis a direct 
product of an elementary abelian group of order 34 with (p). 
(b) The element pis conjugate to r 1 in C((v1 , v2)). 
Proof. (a) By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 we only have to handle case (a) of 
Lemma 2.3. Assume that S contains a normal subgroup N such that S/N ~ 
Z 3 ~ Z3 • Clearly N ~ [S, x2] since IS: (r8 )1 = 9 for every element rES-
[S, x2]. Thus SjN is isomorphic with a semidirect product of the abelian group 
[S, x~]/N of order 33 with (pN). As every element in [S, x2] centralizes a sub-
group of index 3 in S we conclude that [ S, x2]/N is elementary abelian of order 33 
and pN acts on [ S, x2]/N with a single Jordan block which, however, is not 
possible. Thus by [32] we obtain that p is inverted by a 2-element i which 
may be chosen in N G( S) and without loss of generality we may assume that i 
normalizes an S 2-subgroup of Nc(oJ((v1 , v2)). Assume I[S, x2]1 ~ 36 ; then 
[S, x2] II Z;,(S) = (v1 , v2 , p1 , p2 , T 1 , T2) is a characteristic subgroup of S, 
where [p, p;] = V;, [p, T;] =Pi (i = 1, 2), p2 = p1"', and T 2 = T1"'. Moreover 
we have .Q1{[S, x~] II Z,(S)) = (v1 , v2 , p1 , p2) and (T13, T 23) = (v1 , v2). 
Interchanging i and ix2 if necessary we may assume [ v1 , i] = I and since 
S 2-subgroups of Nc(oJ{S1) are semidihedral of order 16 we also may assume 
v 2i = v21 . We have v1 = [p, p1]i = [r\ p1i] yielding p1i E p21(v1 , v2) and so 
by Maschke's theorem we may assume p1i = p-;1. From p!1 = [p, T1]i = 
[p-1,r1i] we get T 1iET1(v1 ,v2). Since xie:x-1C((p,v1 ,v2)) we conclude 
xi = x-1 by the choice of i. Thus p2i = Pi"' = pi"'-1 = p2 and so as above 
we get T2i E T2\v1 , v2). This, however, yields p2 = [p, T 2] = [r\ T21] = p2v2 , 
a contradiction, which proves the first part of the lemma. 
(b) By the assumption on S 2-subgroups of Nc<Pl(S1) it is enough to 
show p,....., p-1. This was done in the first part of this proof for case (a) of 
Lemma2.3. 
Thus consider an S 3-subgroup S = E(p) of G, where E is an elementary 
abelian normal subgroup of S of order 36 and p acts on E with two Jordan 
blocks each of dimension 3. Then all subgroups of order 3 in S\E are conjugate 
with (p) inS and so by [12, Theorem 6.1] the final conclusion follows. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let s1 = (v1' v2 'p) be an Sa-subgroup of C(p) such that 
S1 is elementary abelian of order 21 and ( v1 , v2) ~ E9 is weakly closed in S1 
with respect to G. If an S 2-subgroup of Nc(oJ{S1)/Cc(oJ{S1) contains an element x 
of order 4 then (v1 , v2) = Z(S), where S is a suitable S 3-subgroup of G nor-
malized by (x). 
Proof. Let (x) be a cyclic group of order 4 acting faithfully on (v1 , v2 = v1x) 
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and centralizing (p). Thus (x) induces 5 orbits on the subgroups of order 3 
of sl with representatives (p), (vl), <vlv2), (pvl), and (pvlv2) of lengths 
1, 2, 2, 4, and 4, respectively. Clearly we may assume that S1 is not an S 3-
subgroup of G; so it follows that S3-subgroups of N(S1)jC(S1) are elementary 
abelian of order 9. The assumption that (v1 , v2) is weakly closed in S 1 yields 
that N(S1)/C(S1) is isomorphic with a subgroup of an elementary abelian 
group of order 9 extended faithfully by GL(2, 3) X Z 2 • As GL(2, 3) - SL(2, 3) 
does not contain elements of order 4 we thus conclude that (x) normalizes 
a Sa-subgroup P of N(S1 ) with (v1 , v2) = Z(P). Moreover we have that 
PjZ(P) is elementary abelian of order 27 or extraspecial of order 27 and of 
exponent 3. In the latter case P is a SJ-subgroup of G and so the lemma is 
shown. If PJZ(P) '""' E27 then x2 acts inversely on an abelian subgroup P0 
of order 81. Again we may assume that P is not a Sa-subgroup of G. Clearly 
P0 is the only abelian subgroup of P of order 81 and so P0 j(v2 , v2) is weakly 
closed in Pj(v1 ,v2) with respect to N((v1 ,v2)) and (x) acts faithfully on 
P0 j(v1 , v2) and centralizes p(v1 , v2). Thus proceeding with an induction 
argument we finally get the conclusion of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. 7. Assume that G is a finite group containing a subgroup L such that 
(i) S 3-subgroups of L have exponent 3, 
(ii) 3 11 Cc;(L) II Cc;(L)Y I for all g E G- Nc;(L), 
(iii) Cc;(L) has nontrivial cyclic Sa-subgroups, 
(iv) zf S E Syls(Cc;(L)) then Sis not strongly closed in SL. 
Then S 3-subgroups of Cc;(L) have order 3. 
Proof. Let S be an S3-subgroup of Cc;(L) and P be a Sa-subgroup of L. 
Then by (iv) there is an element xES# and an element g E G such that xY E 
SP - S. Assume I S I ~ 9. Clearly [ S, x9 ] = 1. So consider a S3-subgroup R 
of Cc;(xY) containing Sand without loss of generality we may assume (SP)Y = R. 
Hence Q1(S) :(: CJl(S) = CJl(R) :(: Z(R). Thus R :(: C(Q1(S)) and so U1(Z(R)) = 
U 1(S) proving g E N(L). Therefore x0 E C(L) II SP = S, a contradiction, 
which completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.8. Assume that G is a finite group containing a subgroup L such that 
(i) 311 Cc(L) II Cc(L)Y I for all g E G- Nc;(L), 
(ii) Cc;(L) has nontrivial cyclic Sa-subgroups, 
(iii) if S E SiCc(L)) then Sis not strongly closed in SL. 
Then Q 1(S) is not weakly closed in SL. 
Proof. The lemma is a direct consequence of the fact that S is not strongly 
closed in SL and Lis a normal subgroup of Nc((p)). 
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LEMMA 2.9. Let G be a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel X. Then 
GfX is not a Frobenius group. 
Proof. Assume GfX = FH is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel F 
and complement H. Let F 1 be a SP-subgroup of FH for some prime p. Since 
F 1 acts semiregularly so F 1 does not contain subgroups of type (p, p). By 
Frattini's argument we see that H covers N(F1)FfF and so FH contains 
Frobenius subgroups of order pq which must be cyclic for GfX = FH is a 
Frobenius complement for X in G. This contradiction proves the lemma. 
3. THE GROUPS M 24 , 12 , HiS, He, Rd, AND 14 
In this section we assume the following: Let G = oa( G) be a minimal finite 
group of characteristic 2-type containing a subgroup L such that 
(i) L' = L andLfZ(L) is isomorphic with M 24 , ] 2 , HiS, He, Rd, or 14 , 
(ii) Sa-subgroups of K = CG(L) are cyclic and nontrivial, 
(iii) CG(x) C NG(L) for every element x of order 3 in K and if S is an 
Sa-subgroup of K then S is not strongly closed in SL with respect to G, 
(iv) hypothesis I holds, 
(v) m2.a(G) ~ 3. 
LEMMA 3.1. An Sa-subgroup of K has order 3. 
Proof. See Lemma 2.7. 
LEMMA 3.2. The group NG(L) does not contain an Sa-subgroup of G. 
Proof. Choose an Sa-subgroup S1 of L and assume that S1(x) is an Sa-
subgroup of G. If L/Z(L) ~ HiS then NL(S1)/CL(S1) is isomorphic with a 
semidihedral group of order 16 and so the assertion follows by Lemma 2.1. 
According to the structure of L we thus may assume that S 1 is extraspecial 
of order 27. Let s~ = <Y> = Z(Sl)· Then y ,...._, y-1 in NL(Sl) and so by 
Burnside's lemma we get Z(S1(x)) n xG C (x). Consider r E S 1(x)- (x) 
with r ,...._, x in G. Thus Cs1<x>(r) = (x, y, r). First assume x ,__, r in NG( (x, y, r) ). 
In C(x)nN((x,y,r)) we have the fusion (r),__,(ry),__,(ry-1), (xr)"-' 
(xry) ""'(xry-1), (x-1r) ""'(x-1ry) ,__, (x-1ry-1), and (xy) ,__, (xy-1). Thus 
(x) has four conjugates with respect to N(<x, y, r)) and (x) + (y) rf-' (xy) rf.; 
(x). If (xy) has only 2 conjugates then an element g E N(<x, y, r)) with 
(x)Y = (r) maps (y) onto (x~yflt) with ex · f3 # 0. The contradiction arises 
when considering (xy)Y and (xy-1)Y. Thus (xy) has precisely 8 conjugates 
with respect to N(<x, y, r)) and so (y) <J N(<x, y, r) ). This yields (x, y) ,__, 
(r,y) in N((x,y, r)). However, we have [(x)N«x.y,r)l n <x,y)[ = 1 and 
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l(r)N«m.v,r» n (r,y)l = 3. This contradiction proves N((x,y, r)) ~ N 0 (L). 
So consider an element g E G- N((x,y, r)) with (r)u = (x) and (x,y, r)u ~ 
S1(x). Clearly (x0 )N«x.v,r»" = (xu) and so xu E (x, y). Hence (xu) = (x) by 
what we have shown above and so (x, r)u = (x), which is impossible. The 
lemma is shown. 
LEMMA 3.3. The group L(Z(L) is not isomorphic with HiS, He, or ]4 • 
Proof. Let S(x) be an Sa-subgroup of N 0 (L) where Sis an Sa-subgroup ofL 
and choose a group sl containing S(x) such that I sl; S(x)l = 3. The 
structure of 3-local subgroups in L thus shows that S 1 normalizes an elementary 





a quaternion group of order 8. Thus by Lemma 2.3 we find an element 
x1 E S1 - S(x) such that x1 centralizes an elementary abelian subgroup T0 
of order 9 in T. Moreover we have x"'1 = xy with y E T0# and so x1 normalizes 
C( (x, y) )(a:), a group which contains precisely one subgroup N isomorphic 
with a perfect central extension of A 5 , A 7 , or M 22 for L(Z(L) ~ HiS, He, 
or ] 4 , respectively. Thus x1 induces an inner automorphism on N and so 
we may assume [N, x1] = I in which case we have x13 E (y). Applying Lemma 
2.3(b) we thus see that N(T) contains an elementary abelian subgroup E of 
order 34• Clearly E acts on C(T) and since Tis an Sa-subgroup of C0 (T) we 
have that C0 (T) contains a normal 3-complement K. The structure of L shows 
that K has even order and so an application of the Frattini argument yields 
that an S 2-subgroup of K is normalized by an elementary abelian group of 
order 81. This contradiction completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let S(x) be an Sa-subgroup of Na(L) and sl a 3-group con-
taining S(x) as a subgroup of index 3. Then S1 is extraspecial of order 35• For 
an element y E Z(S)# n S' set A = CL(Y)(ool. Then I S1 n C(A)I = 33. 
Proof. Let Z(S(x)) = (y, x) and consider an element xl E sl - S(x). 
Then x"'1 = xy and x1 EN0 (C0 (x,y)(ool) = Na(A). The structure of L yields 
that A is a perfect extension of a cyclic group of order 3 or 6 with A 6 • Thus 
without loss of generality w~ may assume [x1 , A] = I from which we obtain 
all conclusions of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let sl and y be as in the previous lemma. Set R = Cc(y), 
N = Oa·(R) and use the bar convention for elements and subgroups of R = R(N. 
Then E(R) #- 1. 
Proof. In all 3 cases for L(Z(L) the group Cc(xJ(Y) involves a group Y 
which is isomorphic with a perfect extension of a cyclic group of order 3 with A6 • 
Let F be the Fitting group of R. Then y EF and CF<x>(x) = (y, x) and so 
by [18, III, 14.23] F is a 3-group of maximal class yielding [Y, F] = I. This 
contradiction proves the lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.6. The group E(R)f< y) contains at most two components and 
every component of E(R) contains y. 
Proof. Let D be a component of E(R) and xES E Sy((R). If (Ds) #- D 
then E(R) contains at least 3 isomorphic components, which together with 
m2,:lG) = 3 yields m3(D) = 1 and so y ¢= (Ds). Clearly S3-subgroups of 
<Ds) are abelian and (Ds) n C(x) o;f:. I. Thus we have Y C (Ds), where 
Y C C(x, y)<ool and YfZ(Y),....., A 6 • This contradiction shows S C N(D) and 
so I CD(x)l is divisible by 3 which yields y ED. Hence for every component 
D in E(R) we have 3/ I C D(x< y) )I. This finally shows that E(R) contains 
at most 2 components. So the lemma is shown. 
LEMMA 3.7. The group K 0 = C(x) n C(L) has odd order. 
Proof. By [3] we have Cc(S(x)) = K 0Z(S). According to Lemma 3.4 
we next consider S1 , a group which is contained in N(S(x)). Set S 2 = 
Cc(S(x)) · S1 • Hence a direct application of the Frattini argument yields 
S 2 = C(S(x)) · Ns.(K1), where K 1 is an S 2-subgroup of K 0 • Clearly L C 
C(x) n N(K1) and (x)Ns.<K1l n CN(K >(x) rJ NK (K1). 1 0 
Set K 2 = 0 2(Nc(K1)) and act with <x, y) on K 2 • As x ,..._, xy ,..._, xy-1 in 
Nc(K1) we thus see [(x,y), K 1] = 1 and by the structure of C(x) we get 
[K2/K1 , x] = [K2/K1 , xy] = [K2/K1 , xy-1] = K 2/K1 • As K 2/K1 is generated 
by the centralizers of the nontrivial elements of (x, y) we conclude 
[K2/K1 ,y] = 1 and so [K2 ,y] = 1, which contradicts the assumption that G 
is of characteristic 2-type. So the assertion follows. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let L1 be the component of R containing A = C(x, y)<ocl. Then 
L1 = ll. 
Proof. By Hypothesis I we have that I 1/Z(L1) is isomorphic with one of 
the following groups Liq), 3 I q- 1, U3(q), 3 I q + 1, ] 3 , M 22 , MeL, A 6 , 
A7 , 0' Nan, G2(3), or U4(3). Clearly we have x E N(£1) and x centralizes an 
involution i E I 1 . First consider the case x ¢= £ 1 • If I 1/Z(I1) "'L3(q), U3(q) 
with 21 q, G2(3), or Ui3) then by the structure ofL1(x) we see that Cr (i) n C(x) 1 
contains an elementary abelian subgroup of order 9 which contradicts the 
structure of M 24 , Aut(]2), and Rd. The groups U:>(q), q = 2n, do not contain 
dihedral subgroups of order 8. If I 1/Z(I1),....., L3(2n) then I 1(Z(I1) n C(x) 
contains a dihedral group l5 of order 8. Let T be an S 2-subgroup of I 1/Z(L1) 
containing JJ. Then by [28] we have T51 = T. Since 3 I q - 1 we thus see 
by the structure of Liq) that x centralizes at least an elementary abelian subgroup 
of order 16 of T, which is absurd. If I 1/Z(I1) is isomorphic with ] 3 , M 22 , 
O'Nan, MeL, or A7 then L1(x) is isomorphic with L1 X Z3 • This is due to 
the fact that these groups do not admit an outer automorphism of order 3 
and that C(x) does not contain elements of order 9. Again comparing CL(i) n C(x) 
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with CL (i) n C(x) we finally see that L1/Z(L1) is isomorphic with As and so 
- - 1 - -
L1/Z(L1) ~A. If xEL1 then CL !Z(L >(x) contains a subgroup isomorphic 1 1 
with As and thus by the structure of the groups listed in hypothesis I we get 
L1/Z(L1) ~ 13 or O'Nan. Assume 13 , then an S2-subgroup of N((x)) n C(y) 
is isomorphic with a dihedral group of order 16. The structure of L yields 
C(x) n C(y) nLj(y) ~ PT*L2(9) and so S2-subgroups of N((x)) n C(y) are 
isomorphic with a subgroup of Z2 X SD1s , a group which does not contain 
dihedral groups of order 16. If L1/Z(L1) ~ O'Nan, then by [24] all elements 
of order 3 in L1 \Z(L1) are conjugate. Moreover it follows x ,...._, y in G. This 
contradiction completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.9. The group Lis isomorphic with 12 • 
Proof. Assume L ~ M 24 or Rd. By Lemma 3.4 we see that all conditions 
of Lemma 2.3 are fulfilled. Hence x ,...._, xy ,...._, xji in C(y), where x corresponds 
with p and (y, ji) with (v1 , v2) of Lemma 2.3. Let T be an S3-subgroup of 
C(y). Then by Lemmas 3.6 and 3.8 we get T ~ N(A) and so T ~ N(C(A)). 
Thus we obtain (x, xji) ~ C(A) and by the simplicity of Af(y) we would 
have JI ~ C(A), which is impossible. The lemma is shown. 
LEMMA 3.10. The group 0 3 ,(R) has odd order. 
Proof. Let X E Syl2(Q3,(R)). An application of the Frattini argument 
shows that we may assume (x) X A ~ Nc(X). Let X 1 = 0 2(Nc(X)). The 
structure of 12 implies Cx (x) = 1 and since x ,...._, xy ,...._, xy-1 in Nc(X) we 1 
also have Cx (xy) = Cx (xy-1) = 1. Hence [y, X 1] = 1, which contradicts 1 1 
the fact that G is of characteristic 2-type and thus proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.11. There is no group G possessing the required properties. 
Proof. Let i be an involution in A and consider a normal 2-subgroup X 
of C(i) such that i EX =ft (i). By the structure of C(y) we have Cx(Y) ~ Cx(x). 
Moreover I X I · I C x(x, y)l3 = I C x(Y)I · I C x(xy)l3 since x ,...._, xy ,...._, xy-1 in 
C(i). If I Cx(x)l = 2 then [X,y] = 1 and so [X, (x,y)] = 1. Thus X= (i). 
If C x(x) =ft i then by the irreducible action of C(i) n C(x) on C x(x)/(i) we 
conclude Cx(x) ~ D 8 * Q8 and by the above formula we get I X I = 29• Thus 
<i) is the only proper characteristic subgroup of X which proves that X is an 
extraspecial group of order 29 acted faithfully upon by Y ~ A 5 X (x), where 
an element of order 3 in Y' centralizes a dihedral group of order 8 in X which 
is contained in Cx(x). Thus Y acts faithfully on [X, x] an extraspecial group 
of order 32. This contradiction finally proves the conclusion of this paragraph. 
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4. THE GROUPS Al11 , M22 , AND M2a 
In this section we assume the following: Let G = 0 3(G) be a minimal finite 
group of characteristic 2-type containing a subgroup L such that 
(i) L' = L and LjZ(L) is isomorphic with M 11 , M 22 , or M 2a and 
311 Z(L)I, 
(ii) Sa-subgroups of K = CG(L) are cyclic and nontrivial, 
(iii) Ca(p)!: NG(L) for every element p of order 3 in K and if S is an 
S 3-subgroup of K then Sis not strongly closed in S · L, 
(iv) hypotheses I and II hold, 
(v) m2,3(G) ~ 3. 
By Lemma 2. 7 we may assume that (p) is an S3-subgroup of K. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let S = (p) X (v1 , v2) be an Sa-subgroup of CG(p), where 
< v1 , v2) is an Sa-subgroup of L. Then S is not an Sa-subgroup of G. 
Proof. See Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 4.2. The group K 0 = CK(p) has odd order. 
Proof. Assume 2 I I Ko I and let Kl be an S2-subgroup of CG(S). Let sl 
be an Sa-subgroup of N(S). Then the previous lemma together with Lemma 2.3 
yields : sl I = 35• Clearly sl acts on C(S) and by a Frattini argument we 
also may assume S1 !: N(K1). Clearly (p) ""'(pv1) ""'(pv11) in N(K1). Set 
K 2 = 0 2(N(K1)) and consider the action of <p, v2) on K 2 . From CK2(p) = 
CK (pv1) = CK (pv11 ) we finally obtain [K2 , vi] = 1, contradicting the assump-2 2 
tion that G is of characteristic 2-type. So the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let sl be an Sa-subgroup of G containing S. Then sl contains 
an elementary abelian subgroup of order 81. 
Proof. Consider the group CG((p, v1)). We have CG((p, v1))fCK((p, v1)) 
(p, v1) ~ 1:3 , A 4 , 1:4 , or A 5 for N(L)jC(L) "'-' M 11 , M 22 , Aut(M22 ), or M 23 , 
respectively. According to Lemma 2.3 choose xl E sl with p"'1 = pvl and 
[v1 , x1] = 1. Then x1 normalizes CG((p, v1))/CK((p, v1))(p, v1) for CK((p, v1)) 
(p, v1)/(p, v1) = 0{2,al'(CG((p, v1))/(p, v1)). Thus without loss of generality 
we may assume [x1 , CG((p, v1))]!: CK((p, v1))(p, v1). Hence x13 E (v1) and so 
by Lemma 2.3 we have x13 = 1 and S1 contains an elementary abelian subgroup 
of order 34 • The lemma is shown. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let R = CG(v1). Then the group 0 3 ·(R) has odd order. 
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Proof. This follows immediately by the previous lemma together with 
m2.~(G) ~ 3 and the Frattini argument. 
Set R = RfOa·(R) and use the bar convention for elements and subgroups 
in Rj03·(R). 
LEMMA 4.5. The group E(R) contains at most one component. 
Proof Let L1 be a component in E(R) with L/ =I= L1 . Then L1L/Lf C E(R) 
and so by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 we see that an S~-subgroup S 1 of C(v1) is 
isomorphic with an extension of an elementary abelian group of order 36 with 
a cyclic group of order 3. From m2.~(G) ~ 3 we deduce that S 3-subgroups 
of L1 are cyclic of order 3 and by the structure of S1 we see E(R) = L1L/L~2• 
Hence we have C e(Jv(p) ~ L1 and by the structure of the centralizers of elements 
of order 3 inLjZ(L) we thus get£1 ~ A 5 • Thus an involution in£1 is centralized 
by a group of order 35 which contradicts m2.~(G) ~ 3. Hence we may assume 
that E(R) contains at least 2 components L1 and L 2 which are both normalized 
by (p). First consider the case that no component L,. in E(R) (where L,. ranges 
over all components in E(R) has the property that Z(L,.) contains an elementary 
abelian subgroup of order 9. If v1 ¢£1 then p ¢L1 since (p, v1 , v2) n pR. "J 
p( V} , v1) and so we may assume v2 E L1 • If p E L2 then ( v1 , v2) C L2 • If 
p ¢L2 then 3jl Cr2(p)l and so v1 EL2 • Thus in both cases L2 contains v1 
together with an 3-element x1 such that [x1 , ,O] = v1 . By Lemmas 2.3, 2.6, 
and 4.3 we have S1 = E(p), where E is an abelian group such that m(E) = 4 
or I E I = 36• Therefore S1 normalizes every component in E(R). As v1 E L2 
we conclude that Sa-subgroups of L 2 are nonabelian and so pEn L2 =F 0. 
Thus we obtain v2 E L2 • Clearly v2 E L1 n L2 yields that Z(L2) contains the 
elementary abelian group (Vi , v2). This contradiction shows that v1 is con-
tained in every component of E(R). As S1/(v1) is nonabelian we conclude 
E(R) = L1L2 and as S,-subgroups of L1 and L2 are nonabelian we get pEn 
L,. =I= 0 (i = 1, 2). Since s1 normalizes both L1 and L2 we see v2 ELl (') £2 . 
This contradiction provides us with a component £1 of E(R) such that Z(L1) 
contains an elementary abelian subgroup of order 9. Checking the groups 
listed in hypothesis I we get L1/Z(L1) ~ Ui3). This, however, is not possible, 
since Sa-subgroups of Ui3) do not contain abelian subgroups of index 3. 
So the lemma is shown. 
LEMMA 4.6. The element Vi_ is not contained in E(R). 
Proof Assume v1 E E(R). Then from hypothesis I we get that E(R)/Z(E(R)) 
is isomorphic with one of the following groups: La(q), 3 I q- 1, U3(q), 3 ! q + 1, 
fa, M 22 , MeL, O'Nan, A 6 , A7 , G2(3), or Ui3). Since S 3-subgroups of E(R) 
are nonabelian, so pEn E(R) =I= 0, where E is chosen according to Lemmas 2.3, 
2.6, and 4.3. We have E(R)/Z(E(R)) ~ G2(3), Ui3), MeL, or O'Nan since 
in all these cases an Sa-subgroup of E(R) would contain an abelian subgroup 
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of index 3, e.g., see [10, 22, 24]. Next consider the case E(R)/Z(E(R)) "'L3(q) 
or U3(q). Since centralizers of noncentral elements of order 3 in SLiq) and 
SU.,(q) are abelian we thus have that CE(RJ(v2) is abelian. Clearly v2 E Z(S1 ), 
and so sl n E(R) is abelian, a contradiction. For all e E E we have 
l(v1 , v2 , pe)l = 27 and consequently 34 11 E(R)I. So E(R)/Z(E(R))"' ] 3 • 
Then I S1 I = 37 and I S1 n E(R)I = 36. Since 3 11 Aut(]3)/]3 I, there is an 
element t E sl - <vl' v2) such that [l, E(R)] = l. This contradiction proves 
the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.7. The group F*(R) is solvable. 
Proof. Assume E(R) =F 1. Then v1 rf= E(R) and so pEn E(R) = 0, where 
E is chosen as in the previous lemma. Thus S3-subgroups of E(R) are abelian 
and so we may apply hypothesis II. As p ,....., pv2 ,....., pv11 and v2 E E(R) we see 
that p induces an outer automorphism on E(R). Therefore E(R) is neither 
a sporadic simple group nor an alternating group. First assume that C(p) n 
N((v1 , v2)) involves a semidihedral group of order 16 then 34 11 E(R)I by 
Lemma 2.5 and so E(R) "'L2(q), Liq), or U3(q). Next assume C(p) = CK(P) · L, 
where L"' M 22 • Let P E SyliE(R)) with p E NR(P). Thus we have (v2) = 
Cp(p) and so by [18, III, 14.23] we obtain that F(p) has maximal class. If 
F(p) "' Z3 2 Z 3 then 34 11 E(R)I and so E(R) is isomorphic with L2(q), Liq), 
or U3(q). So assume F(p) ~ Z3 2 Z3 • Let K 1 be a complement of F(p) in 
NE(RJ<r»(P(p) ). If xis a 3-element in F(p) - P then x has I P 1/3 conjugates 
with respect to F(p). By Lemma 2.3 there is an involution iin C(p) n N((v1)) 
which acts inversely on P. Hence there is precisely one E(R)(p, i)-class of 
elements of order 3 in the coset pP with I P 1/3 conjugates. As p lies in that 
class so we may assume [ K1 , p] = 1. By the structure of M 22 it thus follows 
K1 C K and so by Lemma 4.2 we get that K 1 is a {2, 3}' -group. From I F(p)/ 
</J(F(p))l = 9 we conclude [K1 , P] = I. Thus we obtain P > (P(p))' = 
NE(Rl<i>>(P(p))' n F(p) = P by [32], which is absurd. So in any case we have 
E(R) "'L2(q), L 3(q), or U;,(q). First assume 211 CE(JV(i5)1. Clearly (v1 , v2) n 
E(R) =ft 0 and so we obtain L"' M 11 . Next consider the abelian 3-group 
E = (v1 , v2 , x1 , x2 ,y1 ,y2) with p"'' = pv; and pYi = pX; (i = 1, 2). By 
Lemma 2.6 there is an involution i such that i inverts p, x1 , and x2 and centralizes 
(v1 , v2 ,y1 ,y2), contradicting the assumption m2.~(G) :::::;_: 3. By Lemma 2.5(a) 
we have sl = E(p) E SyliG), where E "-' Esl. By the structure of L we find 
an involution j in L centralizing v1 and inverting v2 • As (i,j, p) acts on E(R) 
so it does on En E(R). As Aut(E n E(R)) :::::;_: GL(2, 3) we thus see by the 
structure of E(R) that 211 CE(Rl<i.i.o>(E n E(R))I. The group E acts upon 
En E(R) and so on C(E n E(R)) n E(R). Thus there is an involution k E C(p) 
such that [k, En E(R)] = 1 and k EjE(R). Then kj E (C(p, v1) n N((v1 , v2)) n 
L)- C(v2) = (v1 , v2) j. This contradiction proves 211 CE(RJ(i5)1. If E(R)"' 
L,,(q) or Uiq), q odd, then CE(!V(P) contains a cyclic group of order 6, which 
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is not possible as can be seen when comparing with the structure of M11 , 
Aut(M22), and M 2a ; e.g., see [3]. If E(R) ~ L2(q), q =I= 3a, then Sa-subgroups 
of L 2(q) contain elements of order 9, which contradicts the structure of 
En E(R) as can be seen in Lemma 2.3. Thus we have E(R) ~ L2(3a), Us(2n), 
or L 3(2n). If E(R) ~ L2(3a) then E is elementary abelian of order 36• Set X= 
E(R) · E · <"P> and so X= E(R) · Nx(T), where Tis an S 2-subgroup of E(R). 
Clearly 35 /l N(T)I and so N(T) contains an elementary abelian subgroup 
of order 34 contradicting the assumption m2.a(G) ~ 3. Next assume E(R) ~ 
U:;(2n). If L(Z(L) ~ M 22 or M 23 then CE(RJ(p) contains a section which is 
isomorphic with A 4 or A 5 , respectively. Let T E Syl(E(R)), then 3/1 NEcm(T): 
CE(JV(.Q1(T))I and so 3 I 2" - 1. This shows that E(R) has cyclic Sa-subgroups 
of order 3a, where 3a T 2n- 1. Thus by Lemma 2.3 we get 3 T I E(R)I and 
so NG(T) contains elementary abelian subgroups of order 34• This contradiction 
shows L ~ M 11 . If 3 I 2" - 1 then the same contradiction arises as before. 
So we may assume 3 ! 2n + 1. Let T be an S 2-subgroup of E(R) such that 
p E N(T). The group NE(RJ(T)(T is abelian and contains a subgroup W of order 
q- 1 which acts regularly on .Q1(T). We may assume p E N(W). As I Cr(p)l = 2, 
so W<p) is a Frobenius group acting on T(.Q(T) such that TW<p)(.Q1(T) is a 
Frobenius group contradicting Lemma 2.9. Finally let E(R) ~ La(2n) and 
A~ E(R) be an elementary abelian group of order 22n which is normalized 
by (p). As NF1m(A) involvesL2(2") and as (p) does not normalize cyclic groups 
of order 9 we conclude 3 T I L2(2n)l. Consider a subgroup B of NEcm(A) 
such that BfA ~ L2(2n). As B(p)/A ~ L2(2n) X Za and as all elements of 
order 3 in the coset Ap are conjugate with p in R we thus conclude that 
C(,(p) () R involves the group L2(2n) which proves L ~ M 23 and E(R) ~ L3(4). 
Thus F(R) is elementary abelian of order 9 and by the structure of Land E(R) 
we conclude I R 1/2 · 9 I Aut(L3(4))1. By Lemma 2.6 we have p,..., p-1 and so 
there is an involution t E G normalizing L such that pt = p-1 and [L, t] = 1. 
Hence all elements in (v1 , v2)# are conjugate in CG(t). From pt = p-1 we get 
that i induces an outer automorphism on E(R) and so we have 
I C0 (c (t))(v1)1 ~ 8. Thus by the action of <v1 , v2) on 0 2(CG(t))/(t) we finally 2 G 
get I 0 2(CG(t))/(t)l ~ 28• Obviously M 23 is not a subgroup of GL(8, 2), which 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.8. The group L is isomorphic with Mu. If s1 = E<p), where E 
is as in Lemma 2.3 then either F(R) = S1 or F(R) = E, IE I = 34, and 
I RfF(R)I = 22 • 3 or 24 • 3. Furthermore s1 does not contain elementary abelian 
subgroups of order 36• 
Proof. The previous lemma shows Cn(F(R)) ~ F(R). By Lemma 2.6 we 
see v2 EF(R) and soL~ M11 since <vf<v,lnC(p)) involves an alternating group 
of degree 4 if LfZ(L) ~ M 22 or M 23 • Consider S1 = E<p) and assume that E 
is elementary abelian of order 36• By Lemma 2.5 we have p,..., p-1 and so there 
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is an element t E G such that [L, t] = 1 and pt = p-1• Set E = <v1 , v2 , x1 , 
x2 ,y1 ,y2), where p"'' = pvi and pY' = pxi (i = 1, 2). As [<v1 , v2), t] = 1, 
we therefore may assume [<y1 , y2), t] = 1. This proves that S1 does not 
contain elementary abelian subgroups of order 36 and so by Lemma 2.5 we have 
sl = E<p), where IE I = 34. Assume peEF(R) for some eE E. Then C(p) (") 
N(<v1)) contains an element x inverting e and so p EF(R) and <Vi, v2) <l R. 
We have Cc<;v,.>(F(R)f<Vi __: v2)) ~F(R)_ and so J}'(R) =_S1 • Co~nbini~g the 
above results we obtain F(R) = S1 or E and so R C N(E). If F(R) = E then 
Rj E is isomorphic with a subgroup of GL3(3). The structure of GLa(3) together 
with the fact I NR/F(RJ( <fi) · F(R)/F(R))I = 22 · 3 now easily proves I R/F(R)I E 
{22 • 3, 24 • 3}. So the lemma is shown. 
LEMMA 4.9. The group G does not exist. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5 we can find an element t E G such that pt = p-1 
and [L, t] = 1. Then all elements in <v1 , v2)# are conjugate in Cc(t). The 
previous lemma shows I C0 (c(t))(v1)1 ~ 8 and so acting with <v1 , v2) on 2 
0 2(C(t)) we conclude I 0 2(C(t))l ~ 29• Clearly M11 is not a subgroup of GL(8, 2). 
Consequently G is not of characteristic 2-type. This contradiction finally 
proves the lemma and the conclusion of this section. 
5. THE CASE L ~ M12 
Throughout this section we assume that G is a finite group of characteristic 
2-type containing a subgroup L such that 
(i) L' = L and L ~ M12 , 
(ii) Sa-subgroups of K = Cc(L) are cyclic, 
(iii) if xis a nontrivial 3-element in C(L) then Cc(x) C N(L), 
(iv) an Sa-subgroup S of C(L) is not strongly closed in SL. 
LEMMA 5.1. The group L contains an elementary abelian subgroup E0 of 
order 9 extended faithfully by GL2(3) such that <P> is not weakly closed in E = 
<p, E0) with respect to N(E). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.7 it follows that <P) is an Sa-subgroup of K. Thus 
consider an Sa-subgroup P = <P) X < v1 , v2 , va) of KL, where < v1 , v2 , v3) 
is an Sa-subgroup of L such that [v2 , va] = v1 • Then P contains precisely 
4 elementary abelian subgroups of order 33, namely E1 = <p, v1 , v2), E2 = 
<p, v1 , va), Ea = <p, v1 , v2va), and E4 = <p, v1 , v;1v3). According to the 
structure of M12 we may assume NL(Ei)/Ei ~ GL2(3) (i = 1, 2) and v1 ,....._, 
v2 ,....._, v3 rf.; v2va ,....._, v;1va in L. Therefore KL contains precisely 8 classes of 
elements of order 3 with representatives p, p-1, v1 , v2va , pv1 , p-1v1 , pv2va , 
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and p-1v2va. Furthermore we have p + v1 since v1 E P'. First assume that P 
is also an Sa-subgroup of G. By (iv) we conclude that p has a conjugate in the 
set {pv1 , p-1v1 , v2va , pv2va, p-1v2va}. If p ,......, pv1 then by a theorem of Burnside 
we get p ,......, pv1 in N(P). Hence p either has 3 or 6 conjugates with respect 
to N(P), which, however, is not possible as P is an Sa-subgroup of G. The 
same contradiction arises if we assume p ,......, p-1v1 . Next assume p ,......, v2va . 
Then I N((p))/C(p)l = 2 since v2va '""(v2v3)-1• Consider now an element 
x E G mapping v2v3 onto p and (p, v1 , v2v3) into P. The group Ei contains 
2 conjugates of p, 8 conjugates of v1 , and 16 conjugates of pv1 for i = 1, 2 
and 8 conjugates of p, 2 conjugates of v1 , 4 conjugates of pv1 , and 12 conjugates 
of pv2va for i = 3, 4. As Ea ,......, E4 in KL we thus may assume x E N(E3) and so 
p has precisely 8 conjugates with respect to N(E3). Counting the possible 
conjugates of v1 in N(E3) we finally obtain (v1) <1 N(E3). Hence x maps 
(v2va, v1) onto (p, v1). However, (v2v3 , v1) contains 6 conjugates of p whereas 
(p, v1 ) only contains 2 conjugates of p. This contradiction shows p + v2va. 
Next assume p ,......, pv2va . Then Ei contains at most 2 conjugates of p fori = 1, 2 
and precisely 7 or 14 conjugates of p for i = 3, 4. Similarly as above we con-
clude p ,......, pv2v3 with respect to N(E3), which is absurd since 7 does not divide 
I GL,(3)1. Clearly the same contradiction arises if we assume p,......, p-1v2va. 
This finally proves that Pis not an S 3-subgroup of G. So G contains a subgroup 
P* containing P as a subgroup of index 3 such that the elements in P* - P 
map p onto pv1 and pv11• Consider an element x E P* - P such that p"' = pv1 • 
If x normalizes E1 or E2 then the lemma is shown. Thus we may assume that x 
permutes E1 , E2 , and Ea or E1 , E2 , and E4 and normalizes E4 or Ea , respec-
tively. Hence 35 11 N(E4 )1 or 35 11 N(E:>)I. As Ea,......, E4 in L we thus have 
E1 ,......, E2 ,......, E3 ,......, E4 in G and so also 35 11 N(E1)I, which completes the proof 
of the lemma. 
Remark. The group M 12 admits an outer automorphism of order 2 inter-
changing E1 and E2 • Thus without loss of generality we may assume pN<E1 ) n 
El rJ_ (p). 
LEMMA 5.2. (i) The group K has odd order. 
(ii) An Sa-subgroupS of C((v1 , v2)) contains an elementary abelian group 
of order 34 ; S, especially, is not isomorphic with the group described in Lemma 2.3(b). 
Proof. The previous lemma provides us with an element p1 E C( v1) such 
that p1 : p-->- pv1 -->- pv11 . Hence p1 normalizes the group C( (p, v1 ) ). As C( (p, v1)) 
is 3-closed we thus may assume that p1 normalizes an S2-subgroup T of 
C( (p, v1) ). Clearly T n K is an S 2-subgroup of K and if t E ( T n K)# then 
34 11 C(t) n C((p, v1))1. It follows that p1 normalizes T n K. Acting with 
(p, v1) on 0 2(N(T n K)) we see that v1 centralizes 0 2(N(T n K)). By the 
general assumption that G is of characteristic 2-type we thus conclude T n 
K = 1 and so (i) is shown. 
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By (i) we see that S 2-subgroups of C( <p, vi)) are cyclic of order 2 or 4 and 
so we may assume that PI centralizes an S 2-subgroup T of C( <p, vi)). So PI 
normalizes [P, .Q1(T)] =<vi, v2 , v3). As no group in {EI, E2} is conjugate 
to a group in { E 3 , E4} we see that PI induces an inner automorphism on 
<vi , v2 , v3). So we may assume [PI , <vi , v2 , v3)] = 1. Hence < P, PI) is an 
extraspecial group of order 35 whereas in Lemma 2.3(b) we would have 
PI3 ¢=<vi). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
In the following lemmas we shall consider the groups X = <vi , v2 , p1 , p2) 
and Y = <vi , v2 , v3 , PI , p) and their normalizers. By the above we have 
that X is elementary abelian of order 34 and Y is extraspecial of order 35 and 
of exponent 3. 
LEMMA 5.3. The group L cantains an involution i with [vi, i] = [p, i] = 1, 
v2i = v;l, vai = v;-1, [PI, i] = 1, and P2i = P2I· 
Proof. We choose the involution i so that [v1 , i] = [p, i] = 1, v2i = v;l, 
v3 i = v;-
1
• From i E N( < v1 , v2)) we get i E N(X). Moreover we have [p2i, p] = 
[p2 , p]i = v;1 and so p2i E p2I<vi, v2). Thus we may assume p2i = p2I· Set 
PI = [p2 , v3]. Then Pii = [p2i, v3i] = [p;l, v;-I]. As <v3 , i) acts on <v1 , v2 , 
p1 , p2) we thus obtain that v3 induces 2 nontrivial Jordan blocks on X yielding 
PIE C(v3) and so p1i = PI, which completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 5.4. The group <P2 , i) fuses the subgroups of order 3 in Y = Yf<v1) 
according to the following table. 
Subgroup Conjugates 
--~---
(1) <v2) <v2) 
(2) <Pl) <PI) 
(3) (v2v3) (v2va), <v2vap1), <v2vaP1I) 
(4) <v2Iv3) (v2Iva), <v21v3 1), <v2Iv3p~) 
(5) <v2pl) (v2pl), <v;:lpl) 
(6) <f!> (p), <v2p), <v21P) 
(7) <vap) <vap), <v2vaP11P), (v21vapip), <va1P), 
<v/va1P1 1p), (v2va1P1P) 







Furthermore in G we have v2v3 ,.._, v21v3 and v2v3p ,.._, v21v3p. As Y is extra-
special with center (v1) we thus conclude that N(Y) controls the fusion of 
the conjugates of (p) in Y. Therefore (p) ,.._, (v3p) in N(Y) and possibly s;;;e 
of the sets (3) and (4), (8) and (9), or (10) and (11). (Note that (3) ,.._, (4) and 
(8) ,.._, (9) in C(p) while in Lemma 2.3 it was shown PI"-' P!I by an element 
x2 E C(p).) 
LEMMA 5.5. The group G does not exist. 
Proof. We now continue our investigations of the fusion in Y. If (p) ,.._, 
(pip), then we obtain that (p) either has 15 or 27 conjugates in N(Y). In the 
first case we see that Cy(v2) =(vi, v2 , p, PI)/(vi) has the property that the 
subgroups of order 3 not containing a conjugate of p generate the group (V2, PI>· 
No other element in Y has this property. Hence (v2) <l N(Y), contradicting 
the fact that an element of order 5 in N(Y)/C(Y) acts irreducibly on Y. Thus 
(p) ""'(pv3) "-' (v2vap) ""'(v2IV3p) ""'(PIP)""' (p!Ip) in N(Y). As no group 
in {E1 , E2} is conjugate to a group in {E3 , E4} and as E3 "-' E4 in C(p) we there-
fore have ( v2v3p) ,.._, (p) in N( (p, v1 , v2v3)) and so it finally follows (p) "-' 
(pv2v3) ,.._, (p( v2v3)-I) in C( v2v3 ). If t is an involution in C( (p, v2v3)) then by 
the structure of MI2 we conclude (p) ,.._, (pv2v3) ,.._, (p(v2v3)-1) in C(t). So 
C 0 (c(t))(p) = C 0 (c(t)J( (p, v2v3) ), contradicting the assumption that G is of 2 2 
characteristic 2-type. This shows (p) + (p1p). So either (p) has precisely 
9 conjugates in Y, namely, the groups listed in (6) and (7) or 27 in which case 
the groups listed in (3), ( 4), (6), (7), (8), and (9) are conjugate with (p). The 
latter case, however, is not possible since Cy(v2v3) would contain 3 subgroups 
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of order 3 not containing conjugates of p whereas Cy(p) only has 2 such sub-
groups. So we have (p) "-' (pv3) 7--> (pv2v;), (p1p), (v2v3), (v2p1), (p1). The 
contradiction now arises when considering (v2v3p!ip) and ((v2v,~Y-1 r1 1p), 
groups which both contain conjugates of p and centralize each other. Com-
paring this situation with (p) and (pv3) or (pv2) we thus get a contradiction 
since both groups (p, pv3 ) and (p, pv2) contain 3 subgroups of order 3 con-
taining conjugates of p. This finally proves the nonexistence of the group G. 
/'._ 
6. THE GROUP M22 
In this section we assume the following: Let G be a minimal finite group 
of characteristic 2-type containing a subgroup L such that 
(i) L' = L and L/Z(L) rov M 22 and 3jl Z(L)I, 
(ii) S3-subgroups of K = Cc(L) are cyclic and nontrivial, 
(iii) Cc(p) C Nc(L) for every element p of order 3 inK and pc n C(p) (/;. (p), 
(iv) m2.iG) ~ 3, 
(v) G'¥. ] 4 • 
By Lemma 2.7 we may assume that (p) is an S3-subgroup of K. 
LEMMA 6.1. The group L contains an S3-subgroup of G. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact Z(S) = (p) for an S,-
subgroup S of L. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let S be an S 3-subgroup of L. Then pG n S = S#. 
Proof. We have pc n S!};. (p) and from [20) we get that all elements m 
S- (p) are conjugate. Hence the assertion follows. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let S E Syl3(L) and p9 E S- (p). Then the factor group 
Nr;( (p, pY) )fC<,( (p, p9)) is isomorphic with GL2(3). 
Proof. The results in [20) show that all subgroups of order 9 in S are con-
jugate in L. Thus by the previous lemma all elements in (p, pY)# are conjugate 
in N c( (p, pY) ). This together with the structure of C(p) n N( (p, p9 )) yields the 
conclusion of the lemma. 
LEMMA 6.4. If i is an involution in Cc(L), then Cc(i) is 3-normal and 
4 -r I Cc(L)I. 
Proof. Clearly Cc.(P) n Cc;(i) = Cca<di)L and by [6), Cc;(i)/(i) is of 
characteristic 2-type. If CG(i)/(i) were not 3-normal then by the minimality 
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of G we have Cc(i)/(i) ~ ]4 • This contradiction proves that Cc(i) is 3-normal. 
According to Lemma 6.3 choose pg E S - (p) and a 2-element j E L such 
that pj = p and (pg)j = (pg)-1• Let T be an S2-subgroup of Cc( (p, pg)) such 
that j E N ( T). The structure of L yields that T n L is either elementary abelian 
of order 8 or 4 depending on whether 2 E Z(L) or not. Clearly [j, T n Cc(L)] = 1 
and so I T: Cr(i)l ~ 2. Therefore I Cc( (p, pY)) : CcG(<o.o•>>(j)J ~ 6. According 
to Lemma 6.3 choose kENc((p,pY)) such that pk = ppY, (pg)k = (pg)-1 and 
sety = Jl'. Hence pY = p(pg)-1 ¢: (p) and I Cc(L): CcG(L)(y)l ~ 6. If 4/1 Cc(L)I 
then CcG<dY) contains an involution i such that Cc(i) is not 3-normal. This 
contradiction proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 6.5. Assume 211 Cc(L)I. Let E be an elementary abelian subgroup 
of L of order 16 such that NL(E) = E · Y, where Y/Z(L) ~ A 6 and set K 0 = 
Cc(E). Then K 0 is 2-closed and Q = 0 2(K0 ) is elementary abelian of order 210• 
Furthermore there is an element g in G such that pg E Y- (p), Eg ~ Q, and 
I Enn E I= 4. 
Proof. As (p) is an S3-subgroup of Cc(E) and as NcG(EJ((p)) = Cc(L) · E 
we conclude that Cc(E) contains a normal 3-complement which we call R. 
As Y acts irreducibly upon E and as G is of characteristic 2-type we get that 
E is a proper subgroup of 0 2(Cc(E)). Let Q be a 2-subgroup of Cc(E) con-
taining E and S E Syl3(Y) normalizing Q. Choose s E S- (p) and act with 
(s, p) on Q = Q/E. Clearly C0(p) = 1 and since (s) ""'(sp) ""'(sp-1) in S 
we finally obtain ! Q I = I C0 (s)l3. First choose s so that I CE(s)l = 4. Then 
p normalizes the group F = C0 (s) and its proper subgroup CE(s) = CF(p). 
Consider an element g E G such that pY = s. Then F(s) C LY and so by the 
structure of La we conclude that F is elementary abelian of order 16 and 
Nu(F)fCu(F) ~ A 6 • Hence by conjugation we may assume Ev = F, which 
proves the last statement of the lemma. Moreover we have I Q I = 210 and 
as S normalizes both 0 2(Cc(E)) and an S 2-subgroup of Cc(E) we thus obtain 
Q = 0 2(Cc(E)) E Syl2(Cc(E)). Finally consider an element s E S such that 
CE(s) = 1. Then I C0 (s)l = 4 and as p acts fixed-point-free on C0 (s) we get 
if>(Co(s)) = 1. 
Thus we have if>(C0 (x)) = I for every element xES#. By [4] we can find 
for every element r E Q an element s E S, o(s) = 3 such that [r, s] E E. Thus 
s centralizes an element in the coset rE and so every element in rE is an involu-
tion. Consequently Q is elementary abelian and so all parts of the lemma are 
shown. 
LEMMA 6.6. Assume 211 Cc(L)I. Let p0 E Y- (p), EYC Q, and 
IE nEvI = 4. Then g normalizes Q. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the fact that Q centralizes Eg. 
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LEMMA 6.7. Assume 2 {'I CG(L)I. Then Q = 0 2(NG(Q)) and CNG(o);o(pQ)f 
<p)Q ~ PSL2(9). 
Proof. Assume Q1 = 0 2(NG(Q)) > Q. Then Z(Q1) n Q # 1 and as Y 
acts irreducibly on Ewe have E n Z(Q1) = 1 and consequently EY n Z(Q1) = I, 
where g is chosen as in the previous lemma. Hence Czco
1
Jno(a) = I for every 
element a E <p, pY)#. This contradiction shows Q = 0 2(NG(Q)). Set NG(Q)/Q = 
NG(Q) and use the bar convention for elements and subgroups of NG(Q)jQ. 
Consider f E K. Then f E CG(E) and so by the structure of GL(6, 2) we conclude 
that the groups <r) and Yare commutable with respect to the action on QjE. 
As Y acts irreducibly on Q/E we thus get [QjE, f] = Q/E and so by the 
structure of GL(6, 2) we finally obtain o(f) = 3. This proves f E Y and so 
the assertion follows. 
LEMMA 6.8. The group CG(L) has even order. 
Proof. Assume 2 {'I CG(L)I. Then by Lemmas 6.7 and 6.6 together with 
the main result of [23] we see that NG(Q)/Q contains a normal subgroup N 
which is isomorphic with PSU(3, 5), PSL(3, 7), M22 , M23 , M24 , HiS, Rd, 
L5(2), 12 , or PSp(4, 4). As N n YQ/Q <J YQJQ so 9jl N n YQ/Q I· Con-
sequently we get YQ/Q ,::;;; N and so by the structure of GL(lO, 2) we have 
N'"" 12 • By [19], however, the group 12 is 3-normal, contradicting Lemma 6.6. 
So the lemma is shown. 
LEMMA 6.9. Assume I Z(L)I = 3. If i is an involution in L then S 3-subgroups 
of CG(i) have order 9. 
Proof. Let sl E Syla(CL(i)). Then I sl I = 9. Consider a 3-group s2 con-
tained in CG(i) such that sl h s2 and I s2 : sl I = 3. According to Lemma 6.8 
choose an involution t E CG(L). Thus t fOoooJ i in G and since in L all subgroups 
of order 9 are conjugate it follows t fOoooJ i in NG(S1). Let T be an S 2-subgroup 
of CG(S1) containing <t, i). Then T = <t) X V, where V = T n L and 
i E V. As T h CG(t) n CG(i) we thus have by Burnside's lemma t fOoooJ i in 
NG(T) n NG(S1). We have NG(T) n CG(S1) = CG(T) n CG(S1) and so by 
Lemma 6.3 and a Frattini argument we get NG(T) n NG(S1)/NG(T) n CG(S1)""' 
GL2(3). Consequently, t has precisely 4 conjugates in NG(T) n NG(S1), namely, 
{t} u V#. Next consider a group Q such that NG(T) n CG(S1) h Q h NG(T) n 
NG(S1) and where QfNG(T) n CG(S1) is isomorphic with a quaternion group 
of order 8. Let S be an S 3-subgroup of NG(T) n NG(S1). Then S h NG(Q) 
and so S h N( Cr(Q) ). As I N G( T) n N G( S1) : Q I = 6, so by the above t ¢= Cr(Q). 
Hence by the action of S on T we thus get V = Cr(Q) and so i E Cr(Q). This 
contradiction completes the proof. 
LEMMA 6.10. Assume I Z(L)I = 3 and let pY EL- <P>· Then C0 (c (t))(p0 ) 2 G 
is elementary abelian of order 25, where tis an involution in CG(L). 
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Proof. Clearly L C Cc(t) and so (p, p0 ) acts on 0 2(Cc(t)) such that C(p) n 
0 2(Cc(t)) = 'J). Furthermore we have (p0),....., (ppY),....., (r1pY) in C(t) and 
I CL(Pa)l 2 = 4 yielding! C(pu) n 0 2(C(t))1 .:S; 26• From C(p) n C(p0 ) n 0 2(C(t)) = 
(t) we finally obtain I 0 2(C(t))l = 213 and I C(p0 ) n 0 2(C(t))l = 25• Moreover 
0 2(C(t))/(t) is elementary abelian. Assume C(pY) n 0 2(C(t)) were not ele-
mentary abelian. Then by the structure of C(pY) we get that C(p0 ) n 0 2(C(t)) 
is not abelian and so (C(p0) n 0 2(C(t)))' = (t). By Lemma 6.4 we have t ELY. 
This, however, contradicts Lemma 6.9 and so the assertion follows. 
LEMMA 6.11. There is no such group with the required properties. 
Proof. By [27] it is enough to show I Z(L)I = 6. So assume I Z(L)I = 3 
and according to Lemma 6.10 consider the group A = C(p0 ) n 0 2(C(t)). 
The structure of Aut(M22) yields An Cc(U) =f= 1 and so by the action of p 
we get (t) = An Cc(L)0 • Thus by Lemmas 6.4 and 6.8 we have p,....., p0 in 
C(t) contradicting C(p) n 0 2(C(t)) = (t) =f= C(p0 ) n 0 2(C(t)). The lemma is 
shown. 
7. THE GROUPS ] 1 , MeL, AND O'NAN 
In this section we assume the following: Let G be a minimal finite group 
of characteristic 2-type containing a subgroup L such that 
(i) L' =Land LJZ(L)'""' ] 1 , MeL, or O'Nan, 
(ii) S3-subgroups of K = Cc(L) are cyclic and nontrivial, 
(iii) Cc(P) C Na(L) for every elementp of order 3 inK and pc n C(p) ([ <p), 
(iv) hypothesis I holds, 
(v) m2,3(G) <; 3 if LJZ(L) ~ MeL. 
LEMMA 7 .1. The group L is not isomorphic with ] 1 • 
Proof. Assume L'""' ] 1 and let S be an S3-subgroup of CdL) · L. By 
Lemma 2.7 it follows IS I = 9. If S E Syl3(G) then (p),......, (r) <;Land p .._, p-1 
in Na(S). As ] 1 does not admit an outer automorphism of order 2 we find 
t E K such that pt = P-1. 
Let R be an S2-subgroup of K n C(p). Then R(i) is an S2-subgroup of 
Cc(S), where i is an involution in L. If I R I > 2 then there is an element j 
in R# such that p ,......, r in Ca(j)/(j) contradicting the minimality of the group G. 
Next assume that R contains an involution k. Set W = il1(Z(02(Ca(k)f(k)))). 
Then L acts on Wand by minimality of G we conclude p r-j.J r in C0 (k). This 
provides us with an element g E G such that rY = p and k0 = j E {i, ki}. We 
have Ca(j) n Cc(P) :;?: (i,j) X (p) X A 5 and so I C02<cc<m(p)l .:S; 4 and 
I C02<cc(kJ)(r)l ~ 4. Thus by the action of A 5 on elementary abelian 2-groups 
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we obtain Cw(T) = 1 contradicting Lemma 2.9 and thus proving R = 1. 
Hence t ,._, i in G and p ,._, T in Cc(i). Consequently we get I C02<cc(i))(T)I = 
l<i)l and so C02<cclt))(T) = (t), the same contradiction as just above. Therefore 
Sis not an Sa-subgroup of G. Let R be an S 2-subgroup of K n Cc(<p)). Then 
R(i) E Syl2(Cc(S)), where i is an involution inL. So l(p)Nc<R<i>J n S I = 3 and 
C(p) n 0 2(Nc(R(i))) = R(i). It follows that S n Cc(02(Nc(R(i)))) #- 1 con-
tradicting the assumption that G is of characteristic 2-type. Thus the lemma 
is shown. 
LEMMA 7.2. The group L is not isomorphic with O'Nan. 
Proof. Assume L """' O'Nan and let S be an S 3-subgroup of K · L. By 
Lemma 2.7 it follows I s I = 35. If s E Syla(G) then l(p)G n s I = 121. 
But then N(S)/C(S) cannot be embedded in GL(5, 3). Thus S is not an Sa-
subgroup of G and so l(p)G n S I = 81 which yields 27 • 34 • 511 Nc(S)/Cc(S)I 
and S nL <l Nc(S). According to the results of (7] we either have Oa(Nc(S)/ 
Cc(S)) #- 1 or the group PSp(4, 3) is involved in N(S)fC(S). In the latter 
case, however, there would be an involution t E Z(N(S)fC(S)) such that 
[p, t] = 1, which is impossible. Thus Oa(N(S)/C(S)) #- 1 and by the action 
of an element of order 5 of N(S) on S we finally see p(L n S) C pNc<Lns><s>. 
LetT E S nL and set CL(T) ~EX A where E is elementary abelian of order 9 
and A"""' A 6 ; e.g., see [24]. By the above we have p r-..J pT "'pT-1 in Nc((j)). 
Let R be a S 2-subgroup of C(p) n C(L). Then R is an S2-subgroup of the 
largest normal solvable subgroup of N((p, T))/Oa'(N(<p, T))). Hence p ,._, 
pT ,._, pT-1 in N(R) and so the action of (p, T) on 0 2(Nc(R)) yields R = 1. 
Thus we have C02<N"c<<;>»(P) = (j) and so (02(Nc((j))), T] = 1 contradicting 
the assumption that G is of characteristic 2-type. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 7.3. The group L is not isomorphic with O'Nan. 
Proof. A Sylow 3-subgroup of O'Nan is extraspecial of order 35 and so 
pG n K · L C <P>· This together with Lemma 2.7 proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 7.4. Assume LfZ(L)"""' MeL. Then I G Ia = 37 and if S is an Sa-
subgroup of G then S contains precisely one elementary abelian subgroup E of 
order 35. The factor group Nc(E)/Cc(E) involves M11 and G contains exactly 
two classes of subgroups of order 3. 
Proof. As U4(3) C MeL we see by (25] that an S 3-subgroup S1 of MeL 
contains precisely one elementary abelian subgroup E1 of order 34 and A6 C 
N McL(E1)/CMcL(E1). Since A 6 is not a subgroup of Sp(4, 3) we see that the 
/'.. 
counterimage of E1 in MeL is elementary abelian of order 35• Let S be a Sa-
subgroup of K · L. As pc n K · L CJ;, (p) it follows S n K = (p). Clearly S 
contains precisely one elementary abelian subgroup E of order 35 and since 
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in MeL every element of order 3 has a conjugate in E1 we obtain that every 
element of order 3 in K · L has a conjugate in E. Consequently pG n E Cf;. <P) 
and so NG(E) contains NNG(<o>JCE) properly. The group MeL induces 3 orbits 
on the subgroups of order 3 in E1 with lengths 10, 10, and 20; e.g., see [25]. 
Hence I<P)NG<E> I E{ll, 81, 121}. If I NG(E): NNG<<o>>(E)I = 81 then by the 
results of [7] we get I Oa(NG(E)fCG(E))I = 34• Let i be an involution in NG(E) 
such that I CE(i)l = 3a and let E2 be the complete counterimage of Oa(NG(E)/ 
CG(E)). Since i inverts an element of order 5 in NG(E) we get 35 11 CE
2
(i)l. 
AsL contains elementary abelian subgroups of order 34 we see that C0 (c (i))(p) = 2 G 
<i) and since <PcE.<il) contains an elementary abelian subgroup of order 9 
such that 3 different subgroups of order 3 are conjugate with <P) we finally 
get a contradiction to the assumption that G is of characteristic 2-type. Thus 
we have shown that S is an Sa-subgroup of G, I S I = 37, and S contains 
precisely one elementary abelian subgroup of order 35• If I<P)G n E I = 121 
then I N(E)fC(E)I ::;;; 106 and so the structure of GL(5, 3) together with the 
main result of [4] yields a contradiction. Hence I<P)G n E I = 11 and so it 
easily follows that M 11 is involved in N(E)jC(E). Moreover there is exactly 
one further orbit in E of length 110 and since every element of order 3 in S 
has a K · L-conjugate in E, so the remaining conclusions of the lemma follow. 
LEMMA 7.5. Let r be an element of order 3 irt K · L with <r) ri-' <P> in G. 
Then I CG(7')/03,(CG(7')): CNG(<o>)('T) · Oa'(CG('T))/03,(CG(r))J ~ 2 and if equality 
holds then p ri-' p-1• 
Proof. Set CG(r) = CG(T)f03,(CG(r)) and use the bar convention for elements 
and subgroups of CG(r)f03,(CG(r)). Assume E(CG(r)) =I= I. If f ¢= E(CG(r)) 
then p E E(CG(r)) and E(CG(r)) is a simple group, since Z(S) = <p, r) for a 
suitable Sa-subgroup S of G and CL(r) is 3-constrained. The group CG(r) n 
CG(p)f<r, p) contains a faithful extension of an elementary abelian group of 
order 34 with SL2(5). Thus we get that <iJ) is an Sa-subgroup of E(CG(r)) and 
a Frattini argument shows that the nontrivial S 2-subgroups of E(CG(r)) are 
normalized by an elementary abelian group of order 34• This contradiction 
shows f E E(CG(r)) and by Lemma 7.4 we also get p E E(c;;{r)). As <f, p) is not 
an Sa-subgroup of E(CG(r)) it follows that E(CG(r))/Z(E(CG(r))) is a simple 
group with S3-subgroups of order at least 36• Thus by hypothesis I we get 
E(CG(r))/Z(E(CG(r)))'""' PSU4(3), MeL, U3(q), or SLa(q). Since centralizers of 
noncentral elements of order 3 in SUa(q) and SLa(q) have abelian S3-subgroups 
we conclude E(CG(r))/Z(E(CG(r)))'""' PSU4(3) or MeL. A noncentral element 
of order 3 in SUi3) does not centralize a group isomorphic with SL2(5) and 
consequently E(CG(r))/Z(E(CG(r)))'""' MeL. Let E be the unique elementary 
abelian subgroup of order 35 inS. Then CNG(E)(r) involves a group isomorphic 
with A6 contradicting Lemma 7.4. Therefore E(CG(r)) = 1 and so F(CG(r)) = 
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0 3(CG(T) n CG(p)). Thus (p, T) = Z(F(CG(T))) yields the claimed results. 
Moreover from m2•3(G) = 3 we get 2 -r I 0 3·(CG(T))I. So the lemma is shown. 
/'.. 
LEMMA 7.6. The group Lis not isomorphic with MeL or MeL. 
Proof. Assume LfZ(L) ~MeL and let i be an involution in L. Then 
C02(cG(i))(p) = (i). According to Lemma 7.5 we next choose an element 
T E CG(i) with o(T) = 3. Then again by Lemma 7.5 we have I C02(cG(i))(T)I ~ 4. 
Moreover from the action of p on C02(cG(i))(T) we finally conclude C02(cG(i))(T) = 
(i). We have l(p)G n (p, T)l = I(T)G n (p, T)l = 2 and so Co,<cG(i))(a) = (i) 
for both a E (T)G n (p, T). Hence we can find an element b such that 
[02(CG(i)), b] = 1 contradicting the assumption that G is of characteristic 
2-type and thus proving the lemma. 
8. THE GROUP ] 3 
In this section we assume the following: Let G be a minimal finite group 
of characteristic 2-type containing a subgroup L such that 
(i) L' =Land LjZ(L) ~ ]3 , 
(ii) S3-subgroups of K = CG(L) are cyclic and nontrivial, 
(iii) CG(p) C: NG(L) for every elementp of order 3 inK and pG n C(p) cJ;. (p), 
(iv) hypotheses I and II hold, 
(v) m2•3(G) <( 3. 
LEMMA 8.1. The group CK(P) has odd order. 
Proof. By [21] the group ] 3 contains elementary abelian subgroups of 
order 34• So the assertion follows since m2,3(G) ~ 3. 
LEMMA 8.2. The group L is isomorphic with ] 3 • 
Proof. Assume L ~ fa and let S be an Sa-subgroup of L and T be an 
Sa-subgroup of K. By [21] we get (p) = .Q1(Z(TS)) and .Q1(TS) = E is ele-
mentary abelian of order 34• Thus TS is an Sa-subgroup of G and so Sa-
subgroups of H = NG(E)jCG(E) have order 9. Moreover NL(E) induces 5 
orbits on the subgroups of order 3 in E with lengths 1, 12, 9, 9, and 9. If 
NG(E) cJ;. NN(<o>l(E) then (p) has 10, 13, or 40 conjugates in H. We have 
1 H n N( (p) )I = 2a · 32 or 24 • 32 depending on whether p rf.- p-1 or p ""p-1• 
If (p) has 40 conjugates in H then p ""p-1 and so I HI = 27 • 32 • 5. Thus 
by [7] we get 0 2(H) =I= 1 and since an element w of order 5 of H acts fixed-
point-free on E¥F we obtain I C0 (Hl(w)l ~ 2. If I C0 (Hl(w)l = 2 then again 2 2 
applying [7] we get 0 2(H) ~ C0 <m(w) and so I 0 2(H)I = 25• Thus finally 2 
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we get Hf02(H) ~ A 5 X Za which group, however, is not involved in GL4(3). 
Hence I C02(n)(w)l = 1 yielding 0 2(H) ~ E16 and Hf02(H) ~ A 6 • This 
contradicts the fact that Sis a normal subgroup of NNG(E)((p)). Next assume 
l(p)NG<EJ I = 10 and so I HI = 24. 32 • 5 or 25 • 32 • 5. If I HI = 24. 32 • 5 
then consider an element x E H, o(x) = 8, and [x, p] = 1. By the structure of 
L we have (p) = CE(x) and so an 5 2-subgroup of His contained in N 8 ((p)). 
This contradiction shows I HI = 25 • 32 • 5 and p ,...._, p-1• The structure of 
Aut(}a) yields 0 2(H) = 1 and so H ~ Aut(A6), a group which, however, 
is not a subgroup of GL(4, 3). Therefore J(p)NG<E> 1 = 13 and so p ,-..., p-1 
and I H I = 24 • 32 • 13. By [31] we get that H is solvable which contradicts 
the structure of GL(4, 3). Thus we have shown NG(E) = NNG(<P>>(E). But 
since (p) is not weakly closed in N G( (p)) with respect to G it follows that an 
Sa-subgroup T of CK(P) contains (p) properly. Now consider an element 
-r E TS such that (p) =I= (r) ,....._, (p) in G and find g E G with -rY = p and 
Tu ~ TS. Then pY E E since pY E Q 1({>(TY)) C Q 1(TS) =E. This contradiction 
finally proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 8.3. The group (p) is an Sa-subgroup of K. 
Proof. Let S E Syl3(L) and set E1 = Q1(S). Then E = (p) X E1 is the 
only elementary abelian subgroup of order 34 in an 5 3-subgroup of CG(p). 
If (p) ¢ Syl3(K) then I CG(P)I3 = I G Ia and (p) = Q1({>(E0)), where E0 is an 
Sa-subgroup of CG(E). Thus (p)G n E = (p) and so it follows that (p) is 
weakly closed in Ca(p) with respect to G. Thus by Lemma 2.8 the assertion 
follows. 
LEMMA 8.4. Let S be an S,-subgroup of L and set Z(S) = (v1 , v2) and 
Q 1(S) = (v1 , v2 , v3). Then (p) X S ¢ Sy(,(G) and p ,....._, pv1 in G. 
Proof. Assume (p) X S E Syl3(G) and set E = (p) X (v1 , v2 , v3) and 
H = NG(E)/CG(E). Thus NNG(<P>>(E) induces 5 orbits on the subgroups of 
order 3 in E of lengths 1, 4, 8, 9, and 18. If (p)G n (p, v1 , v2) =I= (p) then 
(p)NG«P>xs> n (p, v1 , v2) =1=- (p) by Burnside's lemma. The group 
NNG«">>(S X (p)) induces 3 orbits on the subgroups of order 3 of (p, v1 , v2) of 
lengths 1, 4, and 8. Thus all of them are conjugate, which, however, is impossible 
since p ¢{>(S X (p)). Therefore (p) has precisely 10 conjugates in NG(E) 
and since (pv1) 7-- (v1) it follows that (pv1) has precisely 8 conjugates in E 
which generate the group (p, v1 , v2). This contradiction proves that S X (p) 
is not an 5 3-subgroup of G and so also the final assertion follows immediately. 
LEMMA !$.5. Set X = Ca(v1). Then 0 3·(X) has odd order and F*(Xf03·(X)) 
is a 3-group. 
Proof. The group (p, v1 , v2 , v3) is elementary abelian of order 34 and so 
211 0 3·(X)J by the assumption m2,3(G) ~ 3. Set X= Xf03·(X) and assume 
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E(X) =F 1. Let p E sl E Syla(X). Then sl normalizes E(X). If Ll is a component 
of E(X) such that Lf • =F L1 then m3(L1) = 1 by hypothesis I and so especially 
v1 ¢=L1 • Thus Lf' = L1 X L 2 X La and since p,...., pv1 by Lemma 8.4 it follows 
p ¢= <Lf 1) and so by the structure of C(p) we getLl = L 2 andLl =La. Hence 
f 3 contains a subgroup isomorphic to L1 contradicting the fact that C(p) n C( v1) 
is solvable. So S1 normalizes every component in E(X). If v1 ¢= E(X) then 
v2 EL1 = E(X) and (v2) is an Sa-subgroup of Cr (p), which follows from 1 - -
the fact that p,...., pv1 in C(v1). Consider an Sa-subgroup S 2 of L1 such that 
p E N(S2). As Cs (p) = (v2) we get by [18, III, 14.23] that S 2(p) has maximal 1 - -
class. First assume S 2(p) ~ Za ~ Z3 (note that if a factor group of S 2(p) is 
isomorphic with Za ~ Z 3 then S2(p) itself is isomorphic with Z3 ~ Z3 in that 
case!). Then by [32] we get S 2 = S 2(p) n Nr m(S2(p))'. As S2(p) has 
- - 1 
maximal class so I Slp)/(S2(p))' I = 32 and consequently N(Slp))/C(S2(p))/ 
Oa(N(S2(p) )/C(S2(p) )) = Y ~ GL2(3). Since S 2 ~ (NL1<p>(Slp) ))' =jJ p we 
conclude I Y I = 2. 
Clearly CL,<Il>(S2(p)) has odd order and so let i be an involution in 
Nr m(S2(p)). Next choose an involution j E N((v1)) such that [p,j] = 1, 
l -
v1 j = v1\ and v2 j = v;;-1 • Then we may assume j E N(S2(p)) and so without 
loss of generality we have that the 4-group (i,j) E Syl2(Nr1<tJ.n(S2(p))). As 
[(i,J), S 2(p)] ~ S 2 it follows that (i,J) does not act faithfully on S 2(p). 
Therefore [(i,j), p] = 1 and by the structure of fa we get that (i) is an 
S 2-subgroup of C L (p) and so by a Frattini argument we get ( v1 , v2 , v3 , p) C 1 -
C(i) contradicting the assumption m2,3(G) ~ 3. Thus we have S 2(p) = Za ~ Za. 
As L1 is a simple group and as no element in L1(p) - L1 is inverted by an 
element of L1(p) we see by [32] that S2 is elementary abelian of order 33• We 
have San Ll = (v2), where Sa E Syla(C(p)) and Sac sl. As [vz 'Ll] =F 1 
we thus get by the structure of S 1 that Sa/(v1 , V2) is isomorphic with a subgroup 
of Out(L1), which, however, is not possible when comparing with the groups 
listed in hypothesis II. Hence E(X) contains a component L1 such that v1 EL1 
and so by hypothesis I we have L1/Z(L1) is isomorphic with La(q), Ua(q), fa , 
O'Nan, M22 , MeL, A 6 , A7 , Gl3), or U4(3). Since an Sa-subgroup of C(v1 ) 
has order at least 38 we thus get L1/Z(L1) ~ L3(q), Ua(q), or Ui3). L1/Z(L1) "' 
L3(q) or U3(q) then Inn(L1) n S1/(v1) =F 1 and so v2 EL1 • Since Sa-subgroups 
of Out(L1) are abelian it thus follows Va E L1 . However, neither SL3(q) nor 
SUa(q) contains elementary abelian subgroups of order 33• So we have 
L1/Z(L1) ~ U4(3). Again we get (v1 , v2 , va) CL1 • In both cases I Z(L1)1 = 3 
or 9 the group L1 contains an abelian subgroup E of order 36 such that 
I En S 1 I _?o 34 contradicting ii ¢= E. Thus the lemma is shown. 
LEMMA 8.6. (i) If a E (p, v3)# then Cc(a) contains an Sa-subgroup S such 
that (v1 , v2) ~ Z(S). 
(ii) If j E N((~11 , v2)) n C(a, p)(oo>, o(j) = 4, and j acts faithfully on 
(v1 , v2) then j E N(S). 
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Proof. We may assume a¢: (p) and so (C(a) n C(p))<ooJ ,...._, A 6 • Set Y = 
CG(a) andY= YfOa·(Y). If F*(Y) were a 3-group then CF•('Y)<Il)(p) = (va, p) 
and so by [18] the groupF*(Y)(ji) has maximal class yielding (C(a) n C(p))<"'> C. 
C(F*(Y)). This contradiction shows E(Y) =I= 1. So let L1 be a component of 
E(Y) and S E Syla(Y) containing (v1 , v2 , ji). If L/ =I= L1 then m3(L1) = I 
by hypothesis I. Assume Ll' =I= L1 then L1 is isomorphic with a subgroup 
of fa and since [L1 , va] = I we finally get L1 ,...._, A5 in which case we have 
m2,a( (L1 , a, p)) ~ 4, a contradiction. Thus L1P = L1 and so we may assume 
v1 E L1 • So by Lemma 8.5 we conclude L1 = Lt Assume ii E L1 • Then 
hypothesis I determines the structure of L 1 jZ(L1). If (v1 , v2) nL1 = I then 
Sa-subgroups of L1(ji) have maximal class yielding L1 ,...... SL3(q) or SU3(q). 
Since p ""'pv1 ""'pv2 in S so (p, v1 , v2) n L1 = 1 contradicting the assumption 
m2,a(G) = 3. Hence we may assume Vi_ EL1 and so by the previous lemma 
we have E(Y) = L1 • Since v1 ""'v2 ""'v1v2 in C(a) n C(p) we conclude 
(v1 , v2) C.L1 and so (C(a) n C(p))<oo> ~ L1 • Thus L1 contains an elementary 
abelian subgroup of order 3a yielding L1 ~ SLa(q) or SU3(q). First assume 
that p induces an inner automorphism of L1 • Since all elements in (Vi, v2)# 
are conjugate in N(L1) we conclude that either p EL1 or p acts as v1 . In the 
latter case, however, jiv1 1 would centralize a nonabelian 3-group in C(a), 
which is not the case. This proves that L1fZ(L1) is isomorphic with fa, MeL, 
G2(3), or U4(3). By Lemma 8.5 we have v1 '""" v1va and so L1/Z(L1 ) ~ fa . 
Since C(p) n L 1 involves A6 we get L 1 jZ(L1) ~ MeL, G2(3), or U4(3). This 
all together proves that p induces an outer automorphism and so L 1JZ(L1 ),...... 
Ui3). Hence p centralizes an involution in L1 and so there is an involution 
in G centralizing the group (v1 , v2 , va, p), which is impossible. Thus we 
have shown ii ¢:L1 • Since p E N(L1) we see (v1 , v2) ~ L1 and so by Lemma 8.5 
we have E(Y) = L1 • Clearly L1 also contains (C(a) n C(p))<oo>. If p ¢:L1 then 
consider an involution i E C(ji) n N((v1 , v2)) acting fixed-point-Iree on 
(v1 , v2)#. Set A= 0 3·(L1(v1 , v2)) and B = F*(CL1(v1 , v2))/A. By Lemma 8.5 
and [6] we see that B is a 3-group acted upon by (i, ji). From CiJ(p) = (v1 , v2) 
we get CiJ(i) = 1 and soB is abelian. Let R be an S3-subgroup of NL (<v1 , 'if:!)) 
- - -- - 1 
such that p E N(R). By the action of ion B we get [i, R] ~B. Asp acts on 
C.R(i) we conclude CR(i) = 1 and so R =B. HenceL1 has abelian Sa-subgroups 
and since iEL1 so we may assumeS= B · Cs(i). Set S1 = Ncii)((v1 , v2)), 
a group which clearly contains (va 'ji). If sl contains an element li such that 
p5 = pii then lJ E NL
1
(C(ji)) and so we may assume lJ E C((C(a) n C(p))<"'>). 
Next let S 2 be a subgroup of S1 which is maximal subject to containing p 
and lying in C(C(a) n C(p))<"'>). Choose S3 ~ S1 such that I Sa: S 2 i = 3. 
Then S 3 acts upon CL (S2)<ooJ = (C(a) n C(p))<oo>. From [S3 , i] = I and since 1 
i E (C(a) n C(p))<ooJ we conclude that S 3 only induces trivial automorphisms of 
(C(a) n C(p))<oo>, which is absurd. Thus we have [S1 , (C(a) n C(p))<"'>] = 1 
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and so S1 ~ C((v1 , v2)). As S = B · S1 and S1 C: C(j) so we have S = 
B · Cs(j) yielding j E N(S). From (v1 , v2) = CB(S1) we obtain Cs(i) C: 
C( ( v1 , ·z:2)) and so S C: C( ( v1 , v2)) yields the conclusion of the lemma. Thus 
we may assume p EL1 from which we get (p, v1 , v2 , a)/( a) E Syla(C(p(a))). 
So by Lemma 2.6 we have that ( v1 , v2) is contained in the center of an 53-
subgroup of C(a)f(a). Since (v1 , v2) C:L1 it follows (v1 , v2) C: Z(S), which 
finally completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 8.7. Let E be a 2-subgroup of G such that (v1 , v3 , p) C: Nc(E). 
Then C E( v1) = 1. 
Proof. Assume E1 = CE(v1) =F 1. Then (v3 , p) normalizes E1 and by 
the structure of Cc(P) we have C£1(p) = 1. Hence we find a E (v3 , p)- (p) 
such that C£
1
(a) = F 1 =F 1. Now choose a 4-groupF C:F1 such thatF(p) ~ A 4 • 
Hence by Lemma 8.5 we see that F(p) acts upon X= F*(C((v1 , a))/ 
0 3,(C((v1 , a)))). Set X 1 = Q1(Z(X)). Thus by Lemmas 8.6 and 8.5 it easily 
follows (v1 , v2 , a) C: X 1 • By the assumption m2, 3(G) ~ 3 we conclude 
I Cx,l<v,.a>(/)1 ~ 3 for every element fin F# and so we get I xl I = 33 or 35. 
If I xl ! = 33 then xl = < vl ' v2 ' a> and [ xl ' F] = 1. Hence < vl ' v2 ' Va ' p > c: 
N(F). This contradiction proves I xl I = 35 and I Cx (f)[ = 33 for every 1 
elementfinF#. Set Y = Nc(<v .. a>)(X1)/C(X1). Then F(p) C(X1)/C(X1) ~ A 4 
and Y/03(Y) ~ A 4 , 2 4 , or L&(3). Moreover by the action of A 4 together 
with Lemma 8.6 we obtain 0 3(Y) = 1. Consider now an element for an 
involution j E (i, F). This contradiction shows that 5 2-subgroups of Y/03(Y) 
are 4-groups, dihedral groups of order 8, or semidihedral groups of order 16 
and thus it follows Y/Oa(Y) ~ A 4 , 2 4 , or La(3). Consider now an element 
j E C(a) n C(p) such that j E N((v1 , v2)), o(j) = 4, and j: v1 --->- v2 --->- v11• 
Thus by Lemma 8.6 we may find S E Syl3(C(a)) containing (a, v1 , v2 , p) 
withj E N(S). LetX1 :(:; Ssuch thatX1 · 0 1,(C((v1 , a)))/03,(C((v1 , a)))= X 1 
and put X= Cs(X1). Hence X 1 = Q1(Z(X)), (v1 , v2 , a) :(:; X 1 , and I X 1 I = 
35 . The element j2 = i acts on X and Y and induces an inner automorphism 
on Y centralizing p · C(X1)/C(X1). As I Cx l<v .a>(p)[ = 3 it follows [i, Y] = 1 
,... 1 ...... 1 """ 
and so especially [S, i] :(:;X. We have X 1i = C.xAi) x [X/, i] and since 
(v1 , v2 , a) C: X1i and (a) = Cg (i) it thus follows (a) X [X1i, i] =X/ 
-
- 1 - -We have (X/, i] ~ [S, i] ~X and so X 1i :(:;X. The element j acts on 
(v1 , v2 , a) and on X 1 n X1i from which we conclude X 1 = X 1i or X 1 n 
X1i = <v1 , V 2 , a). If X 1 = X1i then (j) X (p) acts on X1/(v1 , v2 , a) 
and so since i = j2 acts fixed-point-free on X1/( v1 , v2 , a) it follows [p, X1] ~ 
(v1 , v2 , a) and so I Cx,l<v,.a>(p)[ = 32• Clearly F(p) = (p, pt) withfEF# and 
so we get Cx,!<v,,a>(F) =F 1, a contradiction. ThisshowsX1 n X1i = <v1 , v2 , a) 
and thus X 1 · X1i is elementary abelian of order 37• Next assume Cg(i) = <a). 
Hence Xf<a) is abelian. Let X 2 be the complete preimage of Q 1(X/(a)) in X. 
Then exp(X2) = 3 and I X 2 I ?: 37 since X 1 • X1i ~ X2 • Set X 2 = 
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X20 3·(C(<v1 , a)))/03·(C(<v1 , a))). TheactionofFonX2 thusyields I Cx 2(f)i ~ 
34 for every fEF#, which together with I Cx (f)l = 33 yields a contradiction 
1 
to the assumption m2.~(G) ~ 3. We have shown Cg(i) > <a) Let A be an 
abelian characteristic subgroup of Cg(i). As [i, F] C C(X1 ) so F ~ 
N(A · 0 3·(C(<v1 , a)))/03·(C(<v1 , a)))) and since the group X1 ·A is abelian 
it follows that A is cyclic. If I A I = 9 then we get Q 1(A<p)) =(a, p) for 
C(p) n Cg(i) =<a). Let A ~ R ~ Cg(i) such that [p, RJ ~A. Then R = 
AC R(P) by the above and so we obtain Cg(i) = A. Assume that every abelian 
characteristic subgroup of Cg(i) has order 3 then [18, III, 13.10] proves that 
Cg(i) is extraspecial of exponent 3. For every fEF# we have I CcgwU)! 3 ~ 9 
and so C x(f) contains an elementary abelian subgroup of order 34 contradicting 
the assumption m2.~(G) ~ 3. Thus we have shown Cg(i) ~ Z 9 • Clearly <a) = 
Cg(i) n C(p) and as Cg(i) <l C8 (i) we thus see as above C8 (i) ~~ C'J::(i)(p). 
As j acts on Cs(i) and centralizes <a, p) we conclude [Cs(i),j] = I. Thus 
we get I = [X1 , Cg(i)] = [X1i, Cg(i)] and so X3 = X1i · X1 · Cg(i) is abelian 
of order 38 . Moreover we have X3 = [X3 , i] X CO(i), where [X3 , i] is ele-
mentary abelian of order 36• Next consider an element x EX# such that 
[p, x] C X3 . Then we can find an element y E Cg (i) such that [p, xy] C [X3 , i] 
3 -for Q 1(<p, Cg3(i))) = <p, a). As both groups C'[g3,;J(<v1 , v2)) and [X3 , i] are 
elementary abelian we finally get an element z E [X3 , i] such that [p, xyz] = l. 
Hence xyz E Cg(p) C X3 and so X 3 = X contradicting the fact that Q 1(Z(X)) = 
"Y1 is a proper subgroup of X. This finally completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 8.8. Let E1 be an elementary abelian subgroup of order 16 of L and 
let <p, v3) X A be a subgroup of Nc<Pl(E1) such that v1 E A ~ A5 • Then there 
is an elementary abelian group E such that 0 2(C(E1)) = E, I E I E {28 , 212}, 
A X <P, v3) ~ Nc(E), and E = F*(Nc(E)). 
Proof. Since G is of characteristic 2-type and [p, E1] = 1 we conclude 
0 2(Nc(E1)) > E1 . Clearly E1 n Z(02(Nc(E1))) =/:- 1 and so by the action of A 
we get E1 C Z(02(Nc(E1))) and consequently E1 < E2 = 0 2(Cc(E1)). The 
group <v1' Va 'p) acts on E2 and so by the previous lemma we have c£ (v1) = l. 
2 
Clearly E2 · A is not solvable. Hence by [11] we conclude that E2 is elementary 
abelian. Furthermore we have E2 = <CE (p), CE (pv1), CE (pv!1)) and so 2 2 2 
E2 E {28, 212}. The rest of the lemma now follows immediately. 
LEMMA 8.9. Let I E I = 212 and set Nc(E) = Nc(E)fE. If F ~ A zs a 
4-group such that v1 E N(F) then I 0 2(C(F))i E {22, 24, 26}. If a E <p, v3) with 
I CE(a)l = 1 then C(F) n C(ii)f02(C(<F, ii))) is isomorphic with a subgroup of 
GL~(4). 
Proof. The group <v1 , v3 , p) acts on 0 2(C(F)) yielding C02(c(FJJ(v1) = 0 
by Lemma 8.7. From 0 2(C(F)) = <P, C02(c(FJJ(pv1), C02(c(Ji'JJ(pv11)) we con-
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elude I 0 2(C(F))I E {22, 24, 26}. As Nc(E) :<::;; GL(l2, 2) and as CNc<EJ(f)f 
0 2(CNc<E>(f));::; GL(6, 2) for every jEF we conclude that C(F) n C(a)f 
0 2(C(F) n C(a)) is contained in the centralizer of a fixed-point-free element 
of order 3 of GL(6, 2). So the lemma is shown. 
LEMMA 8.10. Let I E I = 212. Then S 2-subgroups of C(F) n C(ii)/02(C(F) n 
C(ii)) are isomorphic with a subgroup of a quaternion group of order 8, where a 
is chosen as in Lemma 8.9. 
Proof. We may assume that C(F) n C(ii)/02(C(F) n C(ii)) has even order. 
If 0 3(C(F) n C(ii)f02(C(F) n C(ii))) = (ii) then the structure of L3(4) yields 
that C(F) n C(ii)f02(C(F) n C(ii)) contains a normal subgroup which is iso-
morphic with A 5 , A 6 , or L,(2). Thus < v1 , v3 , p) normalizes a 2-group 
R > 0 2(C(F)) and so CR(v1) = I by Lemma 8.7. Hence cl(R) = 2 from 
which we get [R, [E, F]] = 1. But the structure of GL(I2, 2) then shows 
R C 0 2(CNc<dF)). This contradiction proves 0 3(C(F) n C(a)j02(C(F) n 
C(a))) > (ii). As S3-subgroups of SL3(4) are nonabelian of order 33 and as 
the group La(4) is a CfJfJ-group in the sense of [10] we thus see that the proof 
of the lemma is complete. 
LEMMA 8.11. Let I E I = 212. Then p "'pv1 "'pv!1 in N(E) n N(<a) ). 
Proof. By Lemma 8.8 we have that C(E1)/02(C(E1)) acts faithfully on 
0 2(C(E1))/E1 = EjE1 . Let x be a 3'-element in Cc(E J(P)/E1 . Then 1 [x, (v3 , p, A)] = I by the structure of C(p) and thus it follows [x, E] = 1. 
Hence x = I and so C(pE) n C(E1)/E = (p)EjE. Applying [9] we thus have 
C(E1)/E ~ A5 or 1}3 yielding that E is the only elementary abelian subgroup 
of order 212 in C(E1). We have I CE(pv1)1 = I C£(pv11)1 = I E1 I and since 
] 3 only contains one class of elementary abelian subgroups of order 16 it follows 
that CE(pv1) "'CE(pv!1) "'E1 . From E :<::;; C(CE(pv1)) n C(CE(pv!1)) n C(E1) 
we finally get CE(pv1) "-' CE(pv!1) "'E1 in N(E). As (pv1) E Syl3(C(CE(pv1))) 
and (p) E Syl3(C(E1)) we conclude p "'pv1 "'pv!1 in N(E) and so also in 
N(E) n N((v1 , v3 , p)). Since the group (p, v3) acts on CE(pv1) and on CE(pv!1) 
so we obtain I CE( y)l E {1, 24} for every element y E (p, v3)#. Thus there is 
precisely one subgroup (a) of order 3 in (p, v3 ) acting fixed-point-free on E 
yielding that the only fixed-point-free subgroups of order 3 in (p, v1 , v3 ) 
are (v1) and (a). By Lemma 8.7 we get (a),...,_, (v1) in G and so the assertion 
of the lemma follows easily. 
LEMMA 8.12. Let I E I = 212. Then C(ii) = X1X2(p), where x1 ~ L2(64), 
I X 2 I === 1 (2), [ X1 , X 2] = 1 and p induces a field automorphism of X1 • 
Proof. Set F1 = 0 2(C(F) n C(ii)). Since (p, v1 , v3) acts on F1 we get 
CF,(v1) = 1. So cl(F1) = 2. From FCF1 we conclude [E,F] = Z(F1), which 
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yields F1 :S.:: 0 2( CcL(12,2)(j)) for every element j E F#. If F1 = F then F is a 
Tl-group and so by Lemma 8.10 F is weakly closed in C(F). Set F2 = <PC< a>). 
If 0 2(F2) of= 1 thenF n 0 2(F2) of 1 and so by the action of v1 we haveF h 0 2(F2) 
contradicting the fact A h (JlC<a>). Thus 02(F2) = 1 and by [29] we get 
F 2/Z(F2) ~ L2(7), A 5 , A 6 , A7 , or U3(4). (Note that IF I = 4!) As A h F2 
so p ¢' F2 • Hence p induces an inner automorphism of F2 corresponding with 
some element in (v1). However, we have A <1 C(a), p E C(A), and p '""p~ 
in C(a) by Lemma 8.11 from which we obtain the contradiction v1 E C(A). 
Next assume I F1 I = 24 and set N = N(F1) n C(a)(C(F1) n C(a). Then N is 
isomorphic with a subgroup of As such that (v1 , p)(C(F1) n C(a))/C(F1) n C(a) 
is an Sa-subgroup of N. LetF2 be a 2-group in N(F1 ) n C(a) with <v1 , v3 , p) :s_:: 
N(F2). By Lemma 8.7 we have CF (v1 ) = 1 yielding cl(F2) = 2 and without 2 
loss of generality we may assume F h F2 • Then Z(F2) = [F, E] and so F2 h 
0 2(C(F)). This proves that the group (v1 , p) does not normalize nontrivial 
2-groups in N from which we conclude N ~ A 6 , I:6 , or a subgroup of an 
S 3-normalizer of As. If N ~ A 6 or I:6 then there is a conjugate (E) of <v1) 
in (v1 , Va, p) with (y) of= (v1). As v1 acts fixed-point-free on E we thus 
get a contradiction since (v1) +<a) by Lemma 8.7. This proves that N is 
a subgroup of an Sa-normalizer of As. As F1 E Syl2(C(F1) n C(a)) we see by 
[26] that r(C(a)) :S.:: 4. Furthermore we have C(a) ;:S GL(6, 4) since a acts 
fixed-point-free on E. Set X = O(C(a)). Then [A, X] = 1 by the structure 
of GL(6, 4). Set X 1 = 0 2(C(a)). Then (v1 , p, v3) acts on FX1 and so by 
Lemma 8.7 we get X 1 hF1 , which proves [A, X1] = 1. Thus we finally obtain 
E(C(a)) of= 1. Let E1 be a component of E(C(a)). By the results in [14) and 
since ma(E1) :S.:: 3 we thus get that E1(Z(E1) ~ A 5 , L2(8), Li16), La(2), La(4), 
Li2), L 2(q), 21 q, L3(5), L3(3), L3(9), Li3), PSP4(3), Ua(3), G2(3), Ua(4), Sz(8), 
M 11 , M12 , M 22 , M 23 , ] 1 , ] 2 , MeL, A7 , A 9 , A 10 , A11 and that (v1 , p) 
normalizes E1 • Assume E1 of= A. Then A C E1 by the structure of GL(6, 4). 
If p induces an inner automorphism of E1 then by Lemma 8.7 we conclude 
p E E1 and so since (v1) is weakly closed in (v1 , v3 , p) we get E1 ~ ] 2 . Then 
<v1 , p) normalizes a 2-group of class 2 in ] 2 contradicting Lemma 8.7. Hence 
p induces an outer automorphism yielding E1(Z(E1) ~ La(4). But then again 
(v1 , p) would normalize a 2-group of class 2 in E1 • This contradiction proves 
E(C(a)) = A, which is impossible for p '""pv1 in N((a)) by Lemma 8.11. 
Finally assume I F1 I = 26 and set N = N(F1) n C(a)(C(F1) n C(a), a subgroup 
of GL(6, 2). Assume F1# contains an element J such that I[E,f)l < 26• Let 
x EN and 21 o(x). Then x acts on Ce(F1) and centralizes a yielding o(x) 132 • 5 · 7. 
If o(x) = 7 then x acts fixed-point-free on CE(F1) and so [J, x] of= 1. Hence 
711JN 1- Since we have c(p,vl)(J) = 1 we thus get 6311JN I, a contradiction. 
Therefore IN I = 2a · 3b · 5", where c :S.:: 1. If N were not solvable then by 
[7] one of the groups A 5 , A 6 , or PSpi3) is involved inN. Thus by Lemmas 8.10 
and 8.7 we have 0 2(N) = I. If X= Sol(N) of= I, where X is the largest normal 
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solvable subgroup of N, then (N/X)!rol centralizes a S3-subgroup of X and so (p, vi) n X = 1. Hence (Vi, p) normalizes a nontrivial 2-group in N con-
tradicting Lemma 8.7. Thus X= 1 and N is a subgroup of Aut(A5), Aut(A6), 
or Aut(PSpi3)). Since ii acts fixed-point-free on Ce(FI) we conclude that 
N h PGL3(4). This yields N h .E5 or Aut(A6). As (v1 , p) acts faithfully on PI 
we have N h Aut(A6) and (v1 , p) is an S3-subgroup of N, contradicting the 
fact that (vi) is weakly closed in (v1 , p). Thus N is solvable and so it follows 
0 5(N) = 1. Therefore I N I = 2a · 3b with 0 3(N) =I= 1 = 0 2(N). So 32 /f 0 3(N)[ 
and Nj03(N) is isomorphic with a subgroup of GL3(3). Since no involution 
in N(P1) n C(ii) n N((p)) inverts vi we conclude 211 1' I N(P1)[. LetP/ h N(PI) 
for an element g E C( ii). If P/ contains an involution ]I , such that [ E, } 1] = 
Ce(P1) then P/ h 0 2(C(P)) yielding P/ = P1 • Thus we have [JI , E] =I= Ce(P1) 
for every }1 E P/ and so we get I P1 n P/ I = 24 and P n P/ = 1. Hence 
there is an element f E N(P1) and a 4-group <JI ,]2) hP/ such that [f,ji] = 1 
and f 1• = T-1• We already know [}3 , E] h Ce(P1) for all elements ] 3 in 
P1 nP/. Thus [E,j1] CJ. Ce(F1) 71 [E,J2] from which we obtain f[E/Ce(FI),j1][ = 
22 = f[E/Ce(FI),j2][. As f 1• = f-I it follows that I Ce;c (F )(f)[ = 22 and E 1 
[(]I ,]2), E/Ce(FI)] h [E/Ce(FI), f], which contradicts the structure of GLi2) 
for [[JI , E],j2] = 1. Thus PI is weakly closed in N(PI) from which we conclude 
that N(PI) contains an S 2-subgroup of C(ii). As)[ h C(a) it follows by Lemma 
8.7 together with the main result of [11] that 0 2(C(ii)) = 1. Furthermore 
the structure of GL6(4) immediately yields O(C(ii)) = (ii). Hence E(C(ii)) =I= 1 
and A< E(C(a)). From [PI, vd = P1 we get PI h E(C(ii)) and so either 
E(C(a))/Z(E(C(ii))) is a simple group or the product of 3 components. In the 
latter case, however, we would have m2 •3(G) > 3. This contradiction proves 
that E(C(a))/Z(E(C(ii))) is a simple group such that S2-subgroups have order 
at most 2I0 and contain elementary abelian subgroups of order 26• Thus by 
[4] we obtain that E(C(a))/Z(E(C(ii))) is isomorphic with one of the following 
groups L2(2n), 2n < 210, PSpi4), PQ(7, 3), PSp6(2), AI2 , A13 , L5(2), AI4, 
AI5 , M 24 , or He. As N(P1) is solvable we see that only L2(2n) or An are possible. 
The assumption that not all involutions in F1 are conjugate excludes L2(2n) 
whereas in the alternate cases we have m2,3(G) > 3. This proves [E,j] = 
Ce(P1) for every element fin P1#. If P/ n P1 =I= 1 then Ce(P1) = Ce(Pl) and 
so by the structure of GL(12, 2) we have P/ h 0 2(C(P)) = P1 , which proves 
that P 1 is a TJ-subgroup and by a above result we have that PI is weakly closed 
in C(P1). Set P 2 = <Pf!a>). Then 0 2(P2) = 1 as can be seen from the action 
of (p, Vi, v3) on P 1 • 0 2(P2) together with Lemma 8.7. Thus by [29] we have 
P 2/Z(P2) """L7(2), L4(4), LJ(8), L2(64), or U3(64). By Lemma 8.10 we see 
P 2/Z(P2) ~ U:;(64). As F2 < CaL(12 ,2J(ii)""" GL(6, 4) we conclude P 2/Z(P2)""" 
Li4) or L 2(64). Since m2,1(Li4)) > 3 so we finally have P 2/Z(P2) """L2(64) 
and sop induces a field automorphism of P 2 • Moreover the structure of GL(6, 4) 
shows 2 1' f C(P2)[ and as Ca(P) does not contain involutions centralizing 
(v1 , vJ, p) we get C(a) = C(P2) • P 2 • (p). So the lemma is shown. 
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LEMMA 8.13. The order of E is equal to 28 • 
Proof. Assume IE I = 212• Then according to Lemma 8.12 we have 
C(a) = X1 · X 2 • <r) and so F1 is an S2-subgroup of X1 . Clearly the group 
<Vi, v3 , p) acts on 0 2(NN<E>(F1 )) and so by Lemma 8.7 we have F 1 = 
0 2(NN<E>(F1)). The structure of GL(12, 2) yields that C(F1)/F1 is isomorphic 
with a subgroup of GL(6, 2). LetT be the complete counterimage of <a> X X1 . 
Then T contains a subgroup T1 with T1 ~ L2(64) and E is the natural L2(64)-
module. Thus F1 is isomorphic with an S2-subgroup of L3(64). By [5] we have 
that Aut(F1) is solvable. Hence C(F1) is solvable and F 1 is weakly closed in 
C(F1). Again applying the results of [29] we obtain F3 = <Pfc<E>) ~ L7(2), 
Li4), L3(8), or L2(64). Since Np (F1) is solvable we conclude F3 = X 1 and so 1 
X1 <l Nc(E). Moreover 211 C(X1)1 for X1 acts irreducibly on E. Let i be an 
involution in N(E) such that [i, p] = 1 and [i, v1] = 1. Then i induces an outer 
automorphism of ]3 and so C(i) contains a subgroup which is isomorphic 
with Z 3 X L 2(17). Let V ~ E2s and <w><x> X <P) C: N(V) such that o(w) = 17, 
o(x) = 8, <w, x) ~ Frob(17 · 8), wxP = w-I, o(p) = 3, and Cv(p) = 1. If 
Cv(w) = 1 then I Cv(x4)1 = 24 and so by the action of p on Cv(x2) it follows 
I Cv(x2)1 = 22 or 24• Acting with p on Cv(x) we also obtain I Cv(x)l = 22 
or 24 contradicting the result in [30; 2.1]. AsF*(Cc(i)) is a 2-group we conclude 
I 0 2(Cc(i))l = 217 , which is impossible since 221 11 G j. Hence F 1 is an S2-
subgroup of Nc(E), whereF1 is of type£3(64) and so 220 11 G I· Set A = Z(F1). 
Then F1(A is strongly closed in Nc(A)(A and so by [29] we obtain 
F 1 · O(Nc(A)(A)(A <l Nc(A)(A and so Nc(A)(A = O(Nc(A)(A) · N(F1)(A. 
Let S E Syl;;(X1) with p E N(S). Then <a) X S<p) is not isomorphic with 
a subgroup of GL6(2). Thus there is an element bE <a, v1)# with [b, A] = 1. 
Moreover we get A = Cp (b) and so we either have (C(b) n N(A))2 =A 1 
or A<t), where t E N(F1) and Et =FE. First assume [A, t] = 1. As [t, b] = 1 
so t centralizes an S3-subgroup of N(F1). Hence [t, < v1 , v3 , p) J = 1, which 
contradicts the structure of Cc(p). So [t, A] =F 1. Moreover we have l[t, A] I = 23 
and therefore by [13] it follows that A is strongly closed in (C(b) n N(A)h 
and so Cc(b) contains a normal subgroup W with W(O(W) ~ L2(64). The 
factor group Cc(b)(W is solvable and since b ,....,_, v3 in G we see that Cc(b) 
contains a subgroup isomorphic with A6 ~ (C(v3) n C(p))<"'>. This contradiction 
finally completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 8.14. The case I E I = 28 is not possible. 
Proof. In Lemmas 8.8 and 8.13 we have shown E = 0 2(C(E1)) ~ E2s. 
First consider an element a E <p, v3) such that CE(a) = 1. Thus C(a) = 
CNc<m(a)(E is isomorphic with a subgroup of GLi4). As A:( C(a) so we 
clearly have that O(C(a)) is a {7, 17}'-group. Hence I O(C(a))l = 3b ·5°, 
where bE {1, 2} and c E {0, 1} and so <a) or <a, p) is an S3-subgroup of 
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O(C(a)). If <a) were an Sa-subgroup of O(C(a)) then by Lemma 8.7 we have 
that A induces only naturalL2(4)-modules on 0 2(C(a)) and onE· 0 2(CNG(L)(a)). 
Thus by [11] we obtain 0 2(C(a)) = 1. Let 91 be a minimal normal subgroup 
of C(a)fO(C(a)). By the structure of GLi4) we thus conclude that either 91 
contains involutions centralizing a subgroup of index 4 in E or I 91[ 2 < 27 • 
Hence by the results of [8, 4] we obtain that 91 is isomorphic to one of the 
following groups: L2(4), Lp), L2(8), L2(16), L2(17), L3(4), Li4), An (n ~ 10), 
A 5 x A5 , Spi4), Sp6(2), or PSp4(3). Assume 91"' A 5 X A 5 • Then by the 
structure of C(p) we conclude p E 91 and so (a, p, v1) ~ 91. By Lemma 8.7 
we see that v1 acts fixed-point-free on a suitable S 2-subgroup of 91 con-
tradicting the fact that <v1) is strongly closed in <a, p, v1). If 91 ~ L2(4), 
L2(7), or L2(16) then A~ 91 and so 91 ~ U,(3) or L2(8). As <v1) is weakly 
closed in <a, p, v1) we conclude 91 "'L2(17) in which case an Sa-subgroup 
of 91(p) is isomorphic with Z 9 X Za , a contradiction. If 91 "' L2(7) then 
Cc(aJ(91) involves A5 , which contradicts Lemma 8.7. If 91 "'L2(16) then 
A ~ 91 and so p induces the trivial automorphism on 91 contradicting the fact 
that C(p) does not contain groups of order 28 which are acted upon nontrivially 
by an element of order 5. Thus 91 "'L2(4) and considering C(91) n C(a) 
a direct application of Lemma 8.7 shows p ¢= 91 and so it follows A <1 C(a). 
This together with Lemma 8.7 proves p E O(C(a)) and consequently I C(a): 
C(p, a)[ ~ 2. Next consider an element bE (p, v3) such that I CE(b)l = 16. 
Clearly the structure of GL8(2) yields that C(5) is isomorphic with a subgroup 
of Z3 X A 5 X A 8 • By [11] and Lemma 8.7 we get 0 2(C(5)) = 1. As C(b) 
contains elements of order 5 acting fixed-point-free on E we see that 
711 O(C(b))l. If p ¢ O(C(b)) then a minimal normal subgroup 91 of C(li)jO(C(lJ)) 
is isomorphic with An (n ~ 8), A 5 X A5 , or L:;(2) and by the structure of 
C(p, v2) we conclude p E 91 if 91 ~ A 5 • As before we finally get p E O(C(lJ)) 
and I C(5): C(p, 5)1 ~ 2. Let i be an involution in C(p)<ro>. Then C(i);:;;; 
E21s ·As and considering the action of (p, v3) we obtain that F = 0 2(C(i)) 
is a 4-group and H = C(i)fF is isomorphic to a subgroup of As such that 
0 2(H) = 1 and H contains an elementary abelian subgroup of order 9 such 
that the centralizer in H of every element of order 3 has order 32 or 32 • 2. 
Hence either H is a subgroup of an Sa-normalizer in As or isomorphic with 
A 6 or 1:6 • In any case we have that the centralizer of every involution in 
0 2(C(i)) is contained in N(02(C(i))) and so by [2] we finally obtain that H 
is a subgroup of an S 3-normalizer in As. (Note that the cases N(E)/E"' A10 
or A 6 X A 5 are not possible by Lemma 8.7.) AssumeF nFY # 1 for an element 
g E N(E). ThenFFu ~ 0 2(C(F nFu)), which proves thatF is a TJ-set in N(E). 
Next assumeFu ~ C(i) for an involution i in F. AsFu is a 4-group soFu contains 
an involution t centralizing an element x of order 3 in H. Therefore <F, x) ~ 
C(t) and [F, x] = 1, contradicting the structure of an S 3-normalizer of As. 
Thus applying [29] we get <FN<E>) = A "' A 5 and so ( <fi, va) X A) <J N(E). 
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Moreover N(E)f(p, v3) X A ;$ SD16 , where A is not centralized by a 4-group 
as can be seen from the structure of N( (p) ). Thus N(E) does not contain 
elementary abelian subgroups of order 16. As every involution in A centralizes 
only an elementary abelian group of order 16 in Ewe get a final contradiction 
by Goldschmidt's Corollary 4 in [13]. 
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